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COASTAL AREA A FAIRYLAND AFTER WEEKEND STORM; ROADS QUICKLY CLEARED

While most everyone stayed In Saturday evening, those who did get out were treated to rare sights
offered by the snow laden city. Shrubbery and trees glistened white against a solid black sky to make a
startling sight. Actually, the city was more beautiful Saturday night than it was Sunday when all the
photographers in creation were out for a holiday. The tree above is on the Limerock street side of the
post office and was bent to within five feet of the sidewalk with its silvery load.

Samaritan Hurt

Traverse Jury

Joins Hotel Staff

Stopped To Help Motorist Nineteen To Comprise Panel
and Wound Up Second In
For February Trials At
Joust With a Shovel
Knox Superior Court
There are times when the Good
Samaritan gets it in the neck; in
this case it was in the leg.
Kenneth Mignault, salesman for
Central Maine Power Company,
stopped to help out a fellow mo
torist who was stuck on Main
A street at the foot of Spring Sat
urday about 6.30 evening and a few
moments later was on his way to
Knox Hospital with a leg injury.
As Mignault and several others
pushed oil a stuck car, a shovel
which was being used to clear
away behind a rear wheel, was
thrown out by the spinning wheel
and struck Mignault in the right
leg. Several stitches were required
at the hospital to close the wound.
Police took him to the hospital
in the beach wagon of Fire Crief
Van E. Russell, where he was
treated by Dr. Wesley N. Wasgatt.
Monday, Mignault was able to be
at work, but was prepared to favor his leg for a few days.
'
He says that he will be ready to
help out the Ticxt motorist he sees
in trouble just the same, but is
planning on checking the rear
wheels for shovels and what not
under them.

The 97th Annual Report Of
Rockland Cited For Typo
graphy and Completeness

The City of Rockland has re
The well of true wit is truth it
ceived
two awards recently in rec
self.—George Meredith
ognition of the excellence of the
city report of last year.
The New England Council has
presented its Certificate of Out
FOOD SALE
standing Merit. The certificate is
given "in recognition of its super
Saturday, Jan. 12 ior standards of informing the cit
izens and taxpayers about munici
pal activities.”
MEREDITH
Following a practice of 25 years
FURNITURE STORE
in municipal
management, Mr.
Farnsworth is most careful to cov
/Auspices
er completely the matters of the
Knox Hospital Auxiliary
4-5
city in his annual reports. The New
England Council recognizes this
feature of Rockland reports in
making the award
The Maine Municipal Association
has also issued its Superior Merit
LIONS’
Award to the city. This award takes
BENEFIT DANCE into consideration, not only the
completeness of the report but the
Glover Hall, Warren
typography and general design of
the publication.
FRIDAY EVENING,
The report was designed, print
JANUARY 11
ed in the printing plant of The
Myrtle Wheeler’s Orch,
Courier-Gazette.
ENTERTAINMENT
Income taxes are high enough,
Adm. 60c, tax included
4-5 but what if the government taxed
the average family's outgo?

TWO MEN COLLAPSE ON HIGHWAY
Warwick Vose, 78, Thomaston and Orris

Clerk of Courts Pear! Borgerson
announced on Monday the follow
ing list of county residents who
have been selected to serve on the
traverse jury during the February
term of Knox Superior Court
Mrs. Lida Ames,
Vinalhaven
John Bodman,
So. Thomaston
Mrs. Ivy G. Chatto,
Rockland
Wiiliam W. Cross,
Rockland
Mrs. Helen Dangler,
Camden
Mrs. Clara Day,
Union
Lorenzo Dodge,
Rockland
Mcrvyn C. Foster,
Rockport
■ Mrs. Adelia Jameson, Friendship
Talbot Johnston,
Washington
George A. Gotsis
Austin Joy,
NorthHaven
Mrs Esther Keating,
Appleton
George A. Gotsis £as been ap
Otis R. Lewis,
Owl s Head pointed assistant tc Nathan BerMrs. Marian W. Long
Camden liawsky of the Thorndike Hotel.
John Olson,
St.George
Mr. Gotsis was previously Asso
Marcellus P Orne,
Warren ciated with the Somerset, RitzAlden T. Perry,
Rockland Carlton and the Lincolnshire Ho
William H. Weed,
Rockland tels in Boston; Whitehall in Palm
Frank Willis,
Hope Bea°h and more recently, the

City Wins Awards

The little shovelers were out too on Sunday; helping dig out the
family walks and driveways. Above. Marie and Elaine Staples, three
pnd two 'ears of are respectively- were busy about their Chestnut street
home. They are the children of Mr. and Mrs. George Staples. Their
l-up, jtOCKy, had a great time but was more of a hinderance than a help
at times.

Young, 77, Lincolnville Beach, Died
From Heart Attacks Near Homes

Warwick Vose, 78, of Thomaston,
was found dead beside the Cushing
road a short distance iron* his
Brooklyn Heights home about 10.30
p. m. Sunday. A medical exam
iner’s report gave a heart attack
as the cause of death.
The aged man’s body was dis
covered by Mi and Mrs. Gerald
Smith of Cushing who were on
their way home at the time.
He had been visiting Samuel
Miller earlier and is believed to
have been enroute home from his
friends when the heart attack oc
curred.
Medical Examiner Dr. Charles D.
North of Rockland rendered a ver
dict of death due to coronary oc< elusion.
Mr. Vose was born in Thomaston
Samoset Hotel, where he has spe
Feb. 19. 1873 to Oliver and Cordelia
cialized in banquets, weddings and
Watts Vose.
special occasions.
He is survived by two brothers:
Chester A Vose and Edward B
Lowe Sentenced Vose, both residents of Thomas
ton and several nieces.

Rockland Bail jumper Sent
To Prison For Antique
Theft In Northport
Charles Lowe, 45. of Rockland
was sentenced to from two to four
years in State Prison after plead
ing guilty to breaking, entering
and larceny in Waldo Superior
Court Friday.
The offense for which Lowe
was sentenced occurred in 1946
when a number of antiques were
taken from the home of Lee Porter
in Northport. At that time. Lowe
was arraigned in Belfast Munici
pal Court and probable cause was
found. He posted $500 bail for his
appearance before Waldo County
Superior Court, but failed to ap
pear He was taken into custody
by police last month.

Payson To Run

County Attorney Is Seeking
Second Term; Papers
Now In Circulation

County Attorney Curtis Payson
announced Monday that he would
again seek office. His papers are
now in circulation for the Republi
can nomination for the post io the
June primaries.
At the moment, the Union resi' dent who maintains legal offices in
Rockland, is unopposed for the po
sition. The likelihood of his being
opposed on the Republican ticket is
remote.
Payson, who has practiced in
Rockland six years, is a veteran of
World War II and a former legisla
tor. He served in the Maine Legis
lature for the 1947 and 1949 terms
Travelogue on
He is a member of the StorerCollins-Harding Post American Le"Mexico"
| gion of Union and is a member of
Beautiful motion pictures with
special views of the famous the Masonic bodies He is presently
serving as district deputy of the
bull fights.
LECTURER:
Blue Lodge in the Seventh District.
MRS. LITSA VARDAVOULIS
Elected to office in September of
Sunday, Jan. 13—4 P. M. 1950, he entered into the duties of
At
county attorney on Jan. 1 of 1951.

Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the
Davis Funeral Home, Thomaston,
with entombment in Village Ceme
tery Rev. Hubert F. Leach of the
Thomaston Federated Church will
officiate.
....
Orris F. Young, 77. of Lincoln
ville Beach collapsed on Route I
while returning from the store to
his home Monday afternoon. He
was pronounced dead from a heart
seizure by Medical Examiner Dr.
John Carswell of Belfast. A passing
motorist found the stricken man in
the middle of the road and sum
moned aid
He was born at Lincolnville and
was a lifelong resident. He was a
retired carpenter and farmer.
Surviving are his wife Isadora;
a son Leroy of Washington, Me ; a
daughter Orissa of Oakland and a
brother. W. D. Young of Lincoln
ville. There are two sisters in
Massachusetts.

Officers of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps will be inducted into office
Thursday night at 7.30 Mrs. Eliza
Plummer will be the installing of
ficer, assisted by Mrs. Bessie Haraden, conductor and Mrs. Mae
Cross, chaplain.
Mrs. Gertrude
Salo will be installed as president
in a public service. Refreshments
and an interesting program to
follow the ceremony.

City crews were out early in the storm and by noon of Sunday had the business section cleaned up.
Sidewalks and side streets were cleared early to make easy traveling for sightseers who were out in force
Sunday. The overhead shovel of the Public Works Department is shown above loading a truck at The
Brook. It doesn't take many scoops the size of the one being used to fill a truck. In addition to Public
Works foremen, City Manager Farnsworth was out with the crews to see that the public was served.

On Danger List

Clark Is Named

By the Roving Reporter

President Bryne Of Dam Prominent Legionnaire Now
Answers to the 10 questions pro
ariscotta-Newcastle Water
Heads the Air Raid Warn
pounded on my Christmas card
Co. Terribly Injured
will appear in next Saturday's
ing Division
James L. Bryne. 78. president of
the Damariscotta-Newcastle Water
Company, was injured critically
early last night in a head-014- col
lision between his sedan and a oneton truck. Bryne’s car was com
pletely wrecked.
Walter E. Hinnewell. 24, of Au
burn, identified by Trooper Powers
as driver of the truck escaped with
a cut on his right leg.
Bryne was removed to Miles Me
morial Hospital. Damariscotta
Dr Robert Belknap said Bryne’s
name had been placed on the
danger list. The Damariscotta res
ident suffered two broken legs, bro
ken right wrist, broken hip, several
broken ribs and lost teeth, the phy
sician said.
Police placed damage to the
truck at $800 or more They said
the front end was badly crushed.

The Knox County Civil Defense
Director, Leroy M. McCluskey, an
nounced today the appointment of
Ralph Clark. Jr., as head of the Air
Raid Warning Division which in-1
eludes the "Warning Systems j
Branch" and the "Aircraft Obser
vation Branch."
Mr.Clark. who is in business with
his father, as a painting contract- '
or. attended Rockland Schools and
the Wentworth Institute of Boston.
He is a veteran of the World War
II, having served in the Navy. He
is an active member of the Ameri
can Legion, being director of the
American Legion, director of the
American Legion Drum and Bugle
Corp and director of the Lobster
Festival.
He is familiar with this work as
prior to his entering the service
early in 1943, he was active for 18
months in Civil Defense.

Will Meet Here

Senate adopt a resolution asking
creation of a standing Senate
Annual Encampment Of the committee on veterans’ affairs.
V.F.W. To Be Held In
He said much legislation affect
ing veterans is held up in the
Rockland In June
Senate, because, unlike the House,
The dates of June 13. 14 and 15 it has no veterans' committee.
have been set for the 1952 annual
encampment at Rockland of the
BIDS ON SEWERS
Maine Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Bids for the construction of the
The action was taken at a meet Pleasant street and Lawn Avenue
ing of the department's council of sewer projects will be opened on
administration.
Jan. 22. Stewart Associates of Bos
Raymond H. Chase. Dover, N. H . ton will be the supervising engin
chairman of the V.F.W. National eers. City Manager Farnsworth said
Legislative committee, said, at a Monday, that .insofar as possible,
banquet address that all national local labor will be used with as
veterans organizations will make much in the way of materials as
a strong bid to have the U. S. possible being bought locally.

Polio Victim First tofGive to Campaign

7i7f

MUOW SHOP

"Your story of the young poet
recalls a similar one which was
told by a New’ York editor at a
dinner there many years ago.”
writes T. Raymond Pierce
“It
seems that this budding genius
submitted a brain child which was
entitled; ‘Why Do I Live?’ The
editor replied: “Erastus. we have
received your poem entitled 'Why
Do I Live?’ We will tell you,
Erastus, why you live You live
because you sent it by mail and
did not bring it in person.”
—0—
At Tenant's Harbor Me., a Bay
Stater entered a small store, asked
for a certain brand of cereal. The
unexpected comment from the
storekeeper: "I had some, but it's
all gone. Don’t stock it any more.
It went so fast I couldn't keep it
on the shelf."
The Belmont, Mass., man who
sent me the above clipping, writes:
"My only comment is that the lo
cal stores should not criticise some
of us for being obliged to do some
of our shopping in Rockland."
—o—
Otis Lewis of Ash Point is not a
relative of Absent Minded Abner,
but he reached that conclusion this
morning when he mailed his wife's
letter in one of the Main street
garbage can. Rescued it, though,
just in time.
—o—
If he continues his growth at the
present rate the new son of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Miller of Rock
land will be some boy. At birth thia
morning the newcomer weighed
11L- pounds.

TONIGHT!

REGULAR BUSINESS
MEETING

For social items in The CourierGazette, Phone 1044. City
tf

Chamber of

Commerce
THE THORNDIKE HOTEL

HOTEL THORNDIKE

NOW FEATURES
LUNCHEON
CHEF’S BLUE PLATE SPECIAL, 95c

TUESDAY, JAN. 8

Appetizer, Entree, Vegetable, Beverage
Served from 11.30 to 2 P. M

11 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1404

issue of this paper. I know of one
man who has guessed correctly
the names of the two town criers,
and he is not a resident oi Rock
land. I have grave doubts that
anybody will be able to give cor
rect answers to all of the ques
tions.

There is a little brown pup. short
haired and as acute as can be. at
the police station just waiting for
a good home. The officers hesitate
to turn him over to the dog pound
and are hunting for an owner for
him.

St. Peter s Undercroft

Silver Collection, Refreshments

The Black Cat

Dinners and a la carte served from 5.30 to 8 P. M.
Banquets and Parties arranged for ALL occasions.
TELEPHONE 1485

7.30 P. M.

First person to give to the March of Dimes in the 1952 drive, opening today, was the man in the
county who has benefited most from the project. Above. Norman Dickey of Camden gladly contributes
(rom his bed, dropping a coin into a container held by Countv Drive Chairman George Parsons of Rock
land. With Parsons are James Connellan of Rockland. County Chapter Chairman and Mrs. Ray Worthen
of Camden, women's division head. Dickey, the county’s most severe and prolonged polio case, has been
aided since the disease struck him by the county polio group. Close to $17,000 has been expended for his
, treatment and equipment to make his existence easier.

CALSO
RANGE

OIL

FUEL
OIL

MARITIME OIL CO.
TEL. U71

(4)

MANY COURT BATTLES
The Wiscasset Redskins Find Trouble
Waldoboro—So Does Thomaston In

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor. FRANK A. WINSLOW

In

Booth bay Harbor
The Lincoln Academy Eagles see a game In Rockport the High
humbled the defending champion School teams won the two big ones.
Camden Mustangs by 39-21 in taking Union by 58-39 in the boy’s
Camden Friday night. The visitors game and 48-30 in the girl's. Coach
were completely in charge all the Fred Sutherland's boys had their
Way led by Si Skillin who repeated- fast break working on all cylinders
ly one-handed shots in from the and three of his operatives hit
corners, and Burt Hatch who double scoring figures: Marvin Welt
counted often from under the bas led at 20. Frank Johnstone had 16.
ket The feature of the game how and Bill Lermond 15. For Union
ever. was the stout Lincoln defense Marshall Payson was high with 12.
that all but completely throttled
Rockport led all the way at 18-11;
the Camden attack. For example, 32-19; and 42-22 and as a result
for the first ten minutes of the sec- become terrific favorites to cop the
ond half Camden failed to score Bulwer flag barring an upset by
from the floor Their only points Union in the return game which
(4) during that time were by the will be played at Rockland. In jus
foul try route.
tice to Union it should be remem
Ronnie Banks opened the scor bered that they are playing under
ing with a lay-up after a minute the handicap of no gym and prac
of play but before Camden scored tice in Rockland when they get a
again Lincoln had tallied 10 points chance which isn't as often as they
on layups by Reed and Hatch and would like. Score:
* couple of Skillin’s patented
Rockport (58) Johnstone 6 (4);
swishers from the corner. A basket MacPheters, Cash; Thorndike 3 (1)
from the corner by Johnny Heald Lermond 7 (1); Welt 7 (6).
ended the Fustang’s scoring in the
Union (39) Grinnell (I); Newflrst period with the score 14-4 Lin- bert 2 (1), Austin; Payson 6 (2),
coin’s pace slowed in the second Goff (1); Day 3; Howard 5 (2).
quarter but Camden was able to do
The Whizz Kids copped the oplittle about it as the rugged Lin- ener, displaying just about their
coin man to man defense stuck to best form of the season with Judy
their opponents like glue. At the and Marilyn Gray leading the scorhalf the Eagles had a ten point ers with 18 and 17 respectively,
bulge at 21-10.
Their passing was fast and accurLlncoln continued its domination ate and in the first quarter Judy
in the third quarter with Hatch, hit from outside the Union zone
Jimmy Belknap and Skillin hitting the first six times she had the ball
from all points while Camden was without hitting the rim. The quarheld to two foul shots by Banks ter ended with Rockport leading
and Johnny Giffin. The scoreboard 22-8. The sizzling pace fell off afread Lincoln 30 Camden 13 at the ter that but it was still Rockport
end. At one time In the final quar- by 31-16 at the half, and 35-23 af
ter the Lincoln players were trying ter three quarters. Marilyn Gray
for a 30 point win for which they was hitting often in the second half
had been promised a steak dinner, to keep the Whizz Kids comfortbut mostly subs were In by then ably ahead. Tall June Carroll had
and Camden gained a little but 14 points for the losers who were
were still outscored 9-8. Ronnie swept off their feet by Rockport's
Banks was the only Camden play- speed. Score:
er to hit double scoring figures at
Rockport (48) Jenkins 4 (1); M.
ten. Skillin, the refugee from Deer Gray 8 (1), Richards 1 (2); J. Gray
ing had game high at 12. Score:
8 (2); Auspland, Andrews, Doug
Lincoln Academy 1391 Skillin 6, las, Upham.
Peltls; Hatch 4 (2), OBrien 2; Reed
Union (30) Knight 3 (5); Carroll
1, Yeaton 1 (1); Belknap 2 (1), 7; Carver (1), Tolman 2, Richards,
Berry 1, Gray
1. Camden (21) t j. Upham, Janet Upham.
Murch 2, Wheaton (1); Green (2);
Winner of the first prize in the
Banks 4 (2); Heald (1).
Pick the Winner contest is Sumner
••• •
Ward, a Thomaston High Senior
At Waldoboro the visiting Wis- wh0 had a good seven out of ten.
cosset Redskins continued to find second prize goes to Stephen Ludlife in the K-L league still grim wig, a Senior at Waldoboro High
aa
they stalled over astubborn
school, and third to the youngest
Waldoboro defense and lost 33-22. contestant, 12-year-old Charles Ma
lt was the second win of the year honey, Jr., a student in Grade 6 of
for Waldoboro, which team was Rockland’s McLain School. Ward
paced by big Dick Brown and Ken and Ludwig were neck and neck
Kuhn who shared high scoring until the final two games came in
honors with Bob MacQuestion of iLiberty-Appleton)
and Sumner
Wiscasset at eight apiece. As at had them both.
Camden a rugged defense made the
Most of the contestants had a
difference and Wiscasset fell behind hard time with the girl’s games and
after leading 5-4 at the end of the several complain that they don’t
first quarter; it was Walodboro by know anything about the strength
17-10 at the half and 22-17 after of the respective sextets, so this
three quarters. Score:
week we will omit the girls games
Waldoboro (33) Wilshire 2 (1), and just take the bovs. Incidentally
Depatsy; Kuhn 2 (4)), Walter, this will save me doing a lot of
Hahn, I; Brown 3 (2), R. Leven- arithmetic which I was never very
saler 2; K. Levensaler 2, Webber; good at. Several others said they
Schofield.
didn't see the notice of the con
Wiscasset (22) Flanders 1 (2), test in time to enter. Remember
Lewis; Murray 1 (2), Main; Mc- first prize is $3, the second $2 am
Question 2 (4); Hersom 2 (1); Dal the third $1. The address is
ton (1), Huber.
Mayo, Box 741, Rockland. Enti
must be in by 6 p. m. Friday.
At Boothbay Harbor visiting the gcores for each game so in case
Thomaston fell rapidly behind af- oj a ye
Winner can pe decided
ter trailing by a point in a 13-12 by the
Spread. The following
first quarter. The winners Dick are the games this week, all boys;
Reed had a night for himself as he Gardiner at Rockland, Gardiner
netted 28 points while Flash Gor- JV at Rockland, Boothbay Harbor
don led 'Thomaston at 13. Boothbay at Camden, Waldoboro at Lincoln
pulled away to a 26-15 advantage Academy, Wiscasset at Thomaston,
at the half and to 46-26 after the Appleton at Union, Rockport at
third period. It becomes more and Erskine Academy
more apparent that the LincolnBoothbay game at Boothbay on the
Mayo had a good night Friday
18th will just about decide the pen with nine out of 10 to send the
average soaring to 857 which leaves
nant winner. Score:
average soaring to .857 which leaves
Boothbay
Harbor
(62)
Reed
14,
me Practlca“y
_ _ _
~
, me
breathless. On
Harrington; Stone 2, D. Abbott 1; Tuesday I like Rockland over BelP. Abbott 3 (2), Campbell; Marsh- fast by 56-39, Rockland JVs by
all 1, Berquist; Winslow 6 (1), Ben- 43-37, Lincoln Academy over Hallner. 1, Grover 1.
oweil by 43-37, Camden over WisTrkfi “ b5' <2'31, Camden

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

[EDITORIAL]
TO ENTER N. H. PRIMARIES
Senator Lodge sprang his pleasant surprise Sunday and
it took the form of an announcement that Oen. Eisenhower's
name would be entered in the New Hampshire primaries
in March. To those who had hoped that the Senator would
make a definite announcement of Eisenhower's candidacy
the effect was quite disappointing, but Lodge is a shrewd
statesman, and it is not to be asssumed that he would com
mit the General to the New Hampshire primaries if he did
not feel sure of his ground

Friday, Jan. 11th through Saturday, Jan. 19th

E. B. CROCKETT STORES
.... GIGANTIC SAVINGS ..

.

ABLE EDITOR PASSES
Maine newspaper circles were shocked Sunday to learn
of the sudden death of Henry A. Shorey. Jr., editor and
publisher of the Bridgton News He was taken ill after
supervising the last issue of his paper, which, as usual re
flected tlie wit and philosophy of one of Maine’s ablest
editors. The deceased was a son of the late Major Henry
A Shorey. who founded the Bridgton News in 1870, and suc
ceeded the latter as editor in 1923. He was a graduate of
Bowdoin College, and had served as deputy Secretary of
State and was the first Chief of the State Highway Police
under the new system. For some years the Bridgton News
and Courier-Gazette have indulged in an exchange of pleas
antries, and the passing of Editor Shorey inspires sincere
personal regret.

WILL SUPPORT "IKE"’
The New York Times, considered by many readers to
be the foremost newspaper in the county, has announced that
it will support Eisenhower “enthusiastically” if he becomes
the Republican candidate. The same day came the an
nouncement that the Chicago Sun-Times, which backed
Truman in 1948, will support Eisenhower. The handwriting
on the wall.

“PEACE IS INDIVISIBLE”
In the Biblical story of the deception of Isaac the soft
voice was that of Jacob, while the hairy hand resembled that
of Esau In the action by Soviet Foreign Minister Vishinsky
before the United Nations Assembly this week the charac
teristics were reversed, but the whole maneuver is equally
untrustworthy.
It was Mr. Vishinsky's voice that was rought, barbed
with the usual unwarranted abuse of the West, while the
hand he put forward, a resolution for a special meeting
of the Security Council, was smooth—too smooth.
Moreover, the hand and the voice apparently bore no re
lation to each other, for in the Communist spokesman's
long, caustic, derogatory address there was no mention of
the draft resolution or any hint of desire to “establish
friendly relations,” which ostensibly would be the purpose
of a special Security Council session.
There is no use talking about peace while cultivating an
atmosphere that reeks with animosity. To be sure, the
Russian hint which led to the present inconclusive nego
tiations in Korea was dropped at the end of a long, accusa
tory statement by Delegate Yakov Malik. It seems a custom
of Stalinism thus to hide its overtures. But there is no
reason why the West should continue to pick up crumbs.
The present proposals would only transfer to a broader
and more political arena the bickerings of Panmunjora.
The Soviet, in the same motion, demands that the United
Nations should abolish its Collective Measures Committee,
which is studying sanctions against potential aggressionone of the most important UN functions. This feature, at
the least, merits the rejection it has received.
The world’s free nations have a right to expect that
when the Kremlin genuinely wants a more peaceful world
both the manner and the substance of its proposals will
give more evidence of seriously peaceful intent.—Christian
Science Monitor.

Bowling League
---------

American Legion Still Occupies Top Berth—Post
Office No.
1 Climbing3
_____

21 97.6
15 97.3
12 96.6
18 96.7
27 96.6
Hopkins <ouin
iGay This Week’s Matches
. 21 96.3
Tonight: Legion vs. Water Co.;
Knox Bus. vs. Shells,
Thursday: MCRR vs. Elks; IOOF
vs. P. O. No. 2.
Friday: 40 & 8 vs. Independents;
Gulf vs. P. O. No. 2.

leading Westerly to the Public
Landing at Tenant’s Harbor ; thence
Easterly 33 2/3 yards to a bolt by
aid private road; thence South
deg' East' 83 yards by land
of Peterson to a stone wall at land
of Graff; thence South 3'i deg.
East, 77 yards, more or less, to sea
shore and a bolt; continuing Westerly and Northerly by sea shore to
wharf capstan, then North 23 deg
’
o
•
East, 26^ yards to a bolt In a
263' T 1 ‘ 1455' H gh 1 8' I ’edge; thence North 37>4 deg.
Smith 127
West, <i2,3 yards
a
thence
p Q No 2—Mosher 303, En^ 243, : North 12*4 deg. East 34 yards to
Axtel] 24-,Thomas 239. Nute 278. first mentioned bound, together
Total j31g High stringMosher,'
witb ’be right to use a certain
in
well situated on the Rawley prop„ „ — . — Mr„ R
I erty for 8 Period of two years from
P ° No 1-Willis 234. Cargill ^tTon iJd a^gh^f-way T^a

BEDSHEETS

PILLOW CASES
44c each

FACE CLOTHS

DISH CLOTHS

8c each

7c each

REGULAR 59c

REGULAR 35c

TOWELS

TOWELS

38c each

27c each

CHILDREN S WINTER WEIGHT

CHILDREN'S WINTER WEIGHT

UNION SUITS

VESTS AND BLOOMERS

67c each

37c each

LADIES'—SILK, COTTON AND WOOL

LADIES LONG SLEEVE

BLOOMERS

CREPE BLOUSES

57c pair

97c each

BOYS JACQUARD KNIT

BOYS' ALL WOOL

SWEATERS

JACKET SHIRTS

Pull-Over and Eutton Styles

Sizes 2 6

94c each

$1.77 each

SLIPPERS

RAYON NIGHT GOWNS

All Sizes for Pa, Ma and the Kids

Regular and Large Sizes

95c pair

87c each

FLANNELETTE NIGHT GOWNS

LADIES ALL WOOL

CARDIGAN SWEATERS

Regular and Large Sizes

99c each

$1.67 each

SWEAT SHIRTS

*

MEN’S COAT SWEATERS

Warm Fleece Linings, with Hood

All Cotton But An Excellent Value

97c each

$1.67 each

BOYS’ TROUSERS

BOYS

COTTON FLANNEL

SANFORIZED SHIRTS

50% Wool—Good Patterns

Colby 307. Drinkwater 263, Daniel- I
son 265. Total 1424 High string.
Colby 111.
P. O. No. 2—Thomas 320. Ellis
246, Mosher 254, Nute 297, Axtell
.
'
„ , ’
.
237.
Total 1354.
High string, ,
Thomas 116.
Knox Bus. (5), P. O. No. 2 (0)
Knox Bus—Staples 267. Hillgrove
301, LeGage 290. Smith 334, .Han-

56-38, Rockport over Warren by 57- 32g R perry 323 T perry 284. pipe line from said well to the
30, girls by 54-32. On Wednesday gtewart 304
304. Total
Total 1521
1521.. High Waneset Inn buildings over the
2 (1).
, the Waldoboro girls will take
_ , ,,,
land of another as said pipe line
string, Cargill, 121.
1 is now established, and also a
•• • •
Rockland by 47-39.
Rich- right-of-way adjacent and adjoinM.C.R.R
—
Anderson
245,
In the girl's division the Crimson
____________
Drink- j ing said inn,
Tide of Oamden made it 47 without
1 agree with Rev. Dr. Talmage, ardson 273. Lowell 308,
See deed of Isidor Gordon to
water 295, Robinson 291. Total
a less over the Lincoln lassies by that “there are wit, humor, and enIada N. C. Scruton and A. Frank
1412.
High
string.
Lowell,
122.
92-39 with Barbara Crabtree toss- during vivacity among God’s peolin Scruton. dated February 14.
Standings
ing In 30 points. Waldoboro nipped pie."_Mary Baker Eddy
1946. and recorded in Knox Reg
W. L. Pet. istry of Deeds. Book 284, Page 250.
the Wiscasset girls 45-38 to remain -----------------------------------------------AND WHEREAS, the condition
31 9 .775
American Legion
in second place, and Thomaston
Don't gamble with fire —
36 14 .720 of said mortgage has been broken;
Post Office No. 1
edged by Boothbay 44-22 with Bob
Now, therefore, by reason of the
30 15 .667
by Mayo scoring 25.
the odds are against you! I Independents
breach of the condition hereof, said
30 15 .667 Rockland Loan and Building AssoShells
Before the biggest crowd ever to
29 16 .644 { Nation claims foreclosure of said
M.C.R.R.
28 17 .622 j mortgage.
Elks
19 26 .422
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the
LOOT.
18 27 400 the sald Rockland Loan and BuildKnox Busines
ng Association has caused this
20 30 400 I *instrument
Water Company
to be sealed with its
18
32
40 & 8
360 corporate seal and signed in its
18 32 .360 corporate name by M. E. Mont
Gulf Oil
3 37 .060 gomery, its Secretary, thereunto
Post Office No. 2
duly authorized, this seventh day
Leading Bowlers
of January, in the year of our
Str. Ave. Lord, one thousand nine hundred
12 102.7 and fifty-two.
Stewart (PO No. 1)
24 100.3' (Seal)
R. Perry (PO No. 1)
1 Hobbs <Am. L.)
20 100.3! Rockland Loan and Building As
24 100.2 sociation.
Howlett (Elks)
By M- E. Montgomery.
24 98.4 < ♦-T-10
LeGage (Elks)
It* Secretary.

42 INCH

One Solid End Counter of ODDS and ENDS
at ODDS and ENDS PRICES!!

Raymond (Am. L.)
Baggs (PO No. 2)
i Hodgkins (Ind.)
Kuewer <40 & b>

The bowling league saw but little
action during the past week, three
previously postponed matches being
rolled. The most important of the
three was the match in which the
Post Office No. 1 team about
knocked the MCRR out of the first
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
half race winning 5 to 0. The
Whereas, Iada N. C. Scruton and
mailmen still chucking for first A .Franklin Scruton, both of Mil
place, were really hot, rolling two ford. in the County of Worcester
strings over the 500 mark and and Comtronwealth of Massachusmashing the season's previous : setts, by their mortgage deed dathigh team total bv getting them- i
August 5 th 1946, conveyed to
,
.
| the Rockland Loan and Building
selves 1521 pins for the evening.
; Associatlon> a corporation legally .
Knox Bus tipped over Post Of- i organized and existing under the
fice No. 2 by 5 to 0 with Johnnie I laws of the State of Maine and loSmith going wild in rolling a 334 ' cated at said Rockland, the foltotal. Thursday night the P. O. lowin« described real estate.,
* g
i A certain lot or parcel of land,
No. 2 team took one point from
with.the Endings therethe Gulf with Jim Thomas knock- , on, situate in St. George, in said
ing down 320 pins.
i County of Knox, bounded and deP. O. No. 2 (1), Gulf 4
! scribed as follows, to wit:—
Gulf-Hopkins 296,' Sleeper 293, j
Va^tTro^

FULL SIZE

$1.77 each

$1.95 pair

$1.37 each

BOYS' OUTING FLANNEL

BOYS’ WINTER CAPS

PAJAMAS
$1.87 pair

'

(With Ear Flappers)

95c each

“BIG YANK” MEN’S SANFORIZED

NYLON HOSE

WINTER SHIRTS
$1.97 each

(2), Jameson: Gordon 6
MacFarland 2 (4); Moody

Ward 3

(1):

TBesfcv-Tfimwmtraay
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2 pair

for

$1.00

Shop Our Upstair Store
ALL BED BLANKETS
ALL YARD GOODS
ALL SNOW SUITS
ALL Our $2.98 DRESSES
36 in. OUTING FLANNEL
RAYON REMNANT PIECES

OFF REGULAR PRICE
OFF REGULAR PRICE
1/2 PRICE
NOW $1.97
White or Colored
NOW 38C yard
NOW 9c each
1/3
1/3

SHOP E. B. CROCKETT'S—FOR THRIFTY

BEAT!

BUDGETS

WE

WATCH FOR OUR FEBRUARY HOUSEWARES SALEI

CAN'T

BE

Ttmday-Thursday-Sahrrfay

Talk Of The Town

Notice to Knox County Com
munity Concert ticket holders
Please disregard the previous no
tice in rc Augusta concerts. This
was an error. Mrs Viles of Au
gusta. president of the Augusta
Concert Series, wishes it made
known that her organization welcjmes Community Concert ticket
holders from this vicinity, to any
and all of their concerts, but the
same procedure for seating will
hold true as did the first concert;
that Ls, the Augusta people will be
seated first, then outsiders will
have a chance at the retraining
seats. This is the only fair way
to do where the membership is so
near the full seating capacity of
the auditorium.

J*n 9—Annual meeting of Knox
County Postmasters' Unit, Knox
Hotel. Thomaston
Jan. 11—Educational Club meets
at Unlversalist Church Parlors.
, guest SDeaker. James L. Peid.
Jan. 11 — Methebcsec Club meets In
the Farnsworth Museum
Jan. 25 Rubinstein Club Guest
Night at the F rnsworth M'seum.
Jan. 25— Methebesec Club meets at
the home of Mrs. Alex Vardavou11s, Masonic street.
Feb 2H-29 '’ourne/s End” (De
Molav' a! Comir.unit', Building
JUn? 13-15—Annual Encampment
of VFW in Rockland
A Lincoln sedan owned by A. T.
Aug 1-2-3—Maine lobster & Sea
Thurston and operated by Warren
foods Festival
Perry was badly damaged when
struck by a ta’ik truck of Thurston
The Weather
Oil Company last week. The car
The season's seventh snowstorm was stuck in the driveway leading
was ebbing out when The Courier- from Main street to Superior Gas
Gazette went to press, leaving not & Oil Company when the oil
quite enough for the snow shovel truck, entering the bulk plant
but too much for the broom. To say road, was unable to stop on the
nothing of one’s patience The man slick roadway oefore striking the
who predicted Omey's election four car.
years ago, is probably the same one
The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
who told us we would have a mild
Memorial
Baptist Church will hold
open Winter. So much for weath
Its Fellowship Supper Wednesday
er prophets.
at 6.30 in the vestry with Mrs. CarOfficers of King Solomon's Tem roll Wlxson as chairman. Follow
ple Chapter, R.A.M. installed ing the supper Mrs. Bert Gregory
Thursday night are: Horatio C. will show colored slides.

Cowan, High Priest: Arthur L.
Andrews. King; Walter G Dimick.
scribe
Excellent
Martin
S.
Graves, treasurer; Most Excellent
J E Stevens, secretary: Excellent
Ralph U. Clark, chaplain; Walter
G. Dimick, Jr.. C of H Paul D
Merriam. P S ; Ralph E. Post,
RAC.; Samuel Shafter. M of 3d
V.; George L. Black. M of 2d V :
Cleveland D Morey. M of 1st V ;
Earl H Barter, Sentinel.
_____
Officers of King Hiram’s Coun
cil, R <feS.M , installed Friday night
are: William E Koster, illustrious
master: Albert W HofTsis, deputy
master; W Leman Oxton, PC W ;
Ross M. Howes, C. of G.; Edward
R Veaziei treasurer: Illustrious
J. E Stevens, recorder; Lloyd M.
Richardson. C. of C.: Otis W. Ellis,
steward; Charles M. Foote, senti
nel; George X Bernier, chaplain.

Justice Frank Tirrell is In Alfred
where he will serve as presiding
Justice at the January term of
York County Superior Court
Sheriff Willard Pease and 17 of
his deputies were guests at the
Maine State Prison in Thomaston
Sundav They had dinner with the
inmates and were taken on a com- j
plete tour of the institution.

A travelogue featuring beautiful
motion pictures of "Mexico” with
special views of the famous bull
fights will be given at 4 p. m. Sun- ;
day afternoon at St Peters Under
croft. Mrs. Litsa Vardavoulis will
be the lecturer .Refreshments will
be served and a silver collection
taken.
Now! Direct Plane Service from
Rockland! Connecting flights with
ail leading Airlines Rockland Tra
vel Bureau, Tel. 563-R for reserva
tions and information.
4-T-tf

GAME PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY
AT 7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Aasplcea Knights of Colombo*
1-tf

^44 M.io Sirw

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

n-a

RUSSELL
Faneral Home
< ARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

One year ago: William Coffield
was elected president of the Lob
ster Festival
Association. — The
Homeport Fish Company oi Rock
port was to build a 125 foot pile
dock—Pfc Earland Luce of Union
was reported missing in action.—
I. Lawton Bray was re-elected pres
ident of the Rockland Loan and
Building Association.— Everett R.
Stone was appointed to the Fire
Department.—Herbert C. Newbegln
was re-elected president of the
Knox County Trust Company.—
Bernard L. Gray was elected mast
er eg Rockland Lodge F.A M —
Deaths: Rockland, Mrs. Samuel
Johnson, 85: Camden, Abbie Mont
gomery of Thomaston, 92; Detroit,
Mich., William T Howell, a native
of Waldoboro, 75.

BORN
Mil'er—At Knox Hospital, Jan 7
to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Miller
a son—weight 114 pounds.
Copp—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 5
to Mr. and Mrs Walter Copp. a
daughter.
Mills—At Knox Hospital, Jan 7
to Mr. and Mr* Albert Mills. Jr .
of Thomaston, a son.
Wallace—At Knox Hospital. Jan
5, to Mr and Mrs. Raymond Wal
lace of Thomaston, a son.
Hopkins—At Sukeforth Mater
nity Home. Vinaihaven. Jan 3. to
Mr and Mrs. Murray Hopkins, a
daughter—Jean Ellen.
Sterrett—At Springfield. Vt., Jan.
3. to Mr and Mrs. James P. Ster
rett 'Beverley Havener), a son—
James P. Sterrett, Jr
Prince—At Camden Community
Hospital. ----- . to Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Prince, a son.
DIED
Waterman—At Boston, Jan. 5.
Miss Emily A Waterman of South
Thomaston, age 62 years. Funeral
Wednesday at 2 p. m at the Rus
sell Funeral Home, city. Inter
ment in South Thomaston ceme
tery.
Teel—At Rockland. Jan. 7. Etta
R. Teel, widow of Herbert Teel of
Tillson avenue, age 68 years. 11
months. 29 days. Funeral Thurs
day at 12.30 p. m. at Matinicus
Community Church Interment in
Matinicus.
Ryan — At Weymouth. Mass.,
Jan. 6. Lewis S. Rvan, native of
Union, age 48 years, 6 months. 8
days. Funeral services 2 p. m
Thursday at People’s Methodist
Church. Union Interment in the
Spring at Union Cemetery.
Vose—At Thomaston. Jan. 6.
Warwick Vose. age 78 years. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 p m. from
Davis Funeral Home, Thomaston
Entombment in Village Cemetery.
Cromwell—At Clark Island, Jan
5. Charles Cromwell, husband of
Grace Chaples Cromwell., age 81
years. Funeral Tuesday (today)
at 2 p. m. from Davis Funeral
Home, Thomaston. Interment in
North Parish Cemetery, Wiley's
Corner.
Skolfield—At Thomaston. Jan. 4
Inez French Skolfield. Funeral
services were held Monday at Da
vis Funeral Home. Thomaston. En
tombment in Village Cemetery.

Our service meets the ap

proval of quality-minded

Seek our counsel
as freely as it is offered.
people.

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MR

1-tf

DnVISrUNERflLMS
22 k MOI
TEi ’2
THOMAS'On

MAIN SI
II. ( .
ROCKiAND

PASCAi
I- 2»>”'
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The Davis Funeral Homes have
added a new Miller Cadillac Am
bulance to their equipment. It is
the finest that can be procured.
Tuscon beige in color, (just off
creami green leather .nterior with
green
marble
inlaid-linoleum
floor There are two attendants’
seats in the rear and a comfort
able cot for the patient A fine
wool zipper blanket with hood is
provided to protect the patient
when out of the car. The fine new
machine is used strictly for ambu
lance work and Is availab’e 24
hours a day for local and long
distance trips

TELS. 390—«M-M
119-112 L1ME&OCK BT
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service
i-«

IW?

Property damage amounting to
about 4300 was done to two cars
involved in a collision Sunday af
ternoon on Route 1 in Olen Cove.
Barbara French,
329 Pleasant
street, Rockland told Trooper Law
rence Chapman that she was pro
ceeding toward Rockport when her
car started to skid and she was
unable to control it before hitting
a taxi operated by Herbert Dodge, i
South
Main street,
Rockland
which was traveling toward Rock-1
land. Each car was damaged an es
timated $150.

Rockland Postmaster James Connellan will be the speaker at a
meeting Thursday evening of the
Washington PT A. He will appear
in his role as head of the Knox
County committees for the March
of Dimes.
A motion picture on the activities
of the nationwide polio program
will be shown during the meeting.
The public is invited to attend
the meeting which is to be held in
the Grange Hall and is scheduled
to start at 8 o’clock. A business ses
sion for PT A. members will open
at 7 o'clock
Refreshments will be served at
the close of the public meeting.

The regular monthly meeting of
Douglas W. Curtis, Lieutenant in
the Rockland Chamber of Com
merce will be held at the Thorndike Reserves, has been called for duty
in the U. S. Nacy. He reported for
I Hotel this evening at 7.30.
duty in the amphibion fleet at Nor
—
!
folk, Va. Lieut. Curtis is a son of
J Members of Opportunity Class
are invited to attend work meeting Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Curtis.
at the Baptist vestry at 2 p. m.
Corporal Kenneth A. Simmons of
Tuesday. Jan. 15. Those planning to
help with White Cross work are Friendship was among a group of
asked to take large shears for cut- i 13 from Maine who arrived Mon
ting gauze, It is suggested that the day at Seattle from Korea
ladies bring box lunch and remain
Capt. Thomas Eagan. Atlantic
for the evening prayer meeting.
Fishermens Union representative
Due to the Community Concert locally, anounces a meeting of all
The
Jan 18 the Rubinstein Club has seafood workers this week
postponed its meeting to Jan. 25 meeting will be held at the Grand
in the Farnsworth Museum. This Army Hall at 7.30 p. m. Friday with
will be a guest evening with Mrs. Daniel MacMilan of Boston the
speaker.
Helen Lord program chairman.
Kenneth MacDougal, who has
| been a patient at the Maine Gen
eral Hospital Portland, for several
weeks, returned to his home in the
Spear apartments yesterday.

AN APPRECIATION
We are deeply appreciative of
the many courtesies accorded us byfriends and relatives on the occa
sion of our recent fiftieth wedding
anniversary. Our thanks go to the
friends and relatives whose hard
work made the happy affair ex
ceed fondest expectations. We are
especially grateful to the neigh
bors for the gift of money, to Gol
den Rod Chapter, O.EB., Miriam
Rebekah Lodge. Opportunity Class
of the First Baptist Church and
to Mervyn Flanders for the lovely
flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton E. Kaler.
Rockland, Jan. 2, 1952.
4'lt
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A large outflowing of friends was
in attendance at the services for the
late Walter E Bowe at the Davis
Funeral Home in Thomaston Sun
day.
The Dragon Cement plant was
represented by its president, James
Ackeman and a very' large delega
tion of workers. Among others pre
sent from out of town were Frank
C Allen and Albert Utterstrom of
Portland, the former deputy for
Maine and the latter commanderin-chief of the Maine Consistory.
Tiie many floral offerings were
of impressive beauty.
The bearers, all Scottish Rite Ma
sons were: Edward R. Veazie, Wil
liam Koster. George Bernier, Frank
F Harding, Dr Lloyd Richardson
and Albert MacPhail.
Orient Lodge F.A.M , was repre
sented by 25 of its members
The officiating clergyman was
Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe.
Interment was in the Thomaston
Village cemetery.

Municipal Court
Mrs. Doris Lankton of Camden
was found guilty of drunken driv
ing charge at Monday’s session of
Municipal Court. She was fined $100
and costs of $9.06
State Trooper Ray Foley con
ducted the state’s case while attor
ney David Nichols appeared for the
defendent who appealed to the
February term of Superior Court
and furnished bail of $200.
A car operated by Mrs Lankton
was in collision with two others ear
ly on New Year's Day in Glen Cove
with considerable property damage
resulting but no injuries

There will be a meeting Wednes
day afternoon at 2.30 in the South
Good humor is one of the best
School for the committee working articles of dress one can wear in
on the annual card party to be held society.—William Thackeray
Jan. 25.
The greatest fault of a penetrat
The Opportunity Class banquet ing wit is to go beyond the mark.
will be held Wednesday evening. —Francis Due De La Rochefoucauld
Jan 30. in the dining room of the
As we are now living in an eter
First Baptist Church. Mrs Marion
Lindsey is general chairman of the nity, the time to be happy is today.
—Grenville Kleiser
affair.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Need Something
Electrical 7

The Gloucester dragger Mary
Rose is at General Seafoods Ship
yard for overhaul and lengthening
of her hull. The craft arrived Fri
day and will be at the yard some
months
A 10 foot section will be added to
the craft amidships which Will
give her an added 50,000 pounds of
fish capacity, plus increased engineroom space.
Manager Carl Jensen said this
morning that the engine is being
removed at the dock and the ship
stripped of gear. She will be hauled
on the marine railway on Jan. 25.

Breeze To Boston

Second Birds Eye Trawler
Goes Groundfishing. Due
To Return By April 1
Manager Carl Jensen of the ma
rine operations of Birds Eye Divi
sion of General Foods locally an
nounced this morning that the
trawler Breeze is being trans
ferred to Boston. She is the second
steel trawler of the fleet to be re
moved from Rockland landings in
10 days.
Capt Ronald Whiffin will take
the ship to the Massachusetts port
at once She landed Friday after
noon with a 90,000 pound catch of
redfish. mostly small fish.
Jensen said that the present
high groundflsh prices in the Bos
ton market have led the owners to
transfer the two trawlers. Both are
expected to be back in Rockland by
April 1. At that time, weather will
permit them to run further to the
East for fish with resulting catch
es of larger redfish more acceptable
for processing at the Rockland
plant.

COMING
Io Rockland
With Her
HEALING
Ministry
Rev. Marie Uzzell

Of New Mexico
At the

Odd Fellows Hall

To find:

G A. R. HALL

Dr. Wood's Funeral

• Lighting Fixtures

• Electricians

• Electronic Equipment

• Automobile Electric

• Electrical Contractors

Service

Services for
Dr.
Nathaniel
Knight Wood, 74. president of the
Boston Tuberculosis Association,
who died Thursday, were held at
the Arlington Street Unitarian
Church. Rev. Dr Dana McLean
Greeley officiated
Honorary bearers included Alden
McIntyre.
Cambridge.
Charles
Cabot, Dover,
Everett Morse,
Brockton; Justice Davis B Keniston. Dr. William Robey. Dr. John
Williams and Richard Waite of
Boston.
The ushers were Frank Chrimes,
Newton; Henry Atherton. Watertown; Almon Cooper, Jr, Rock
land. Me.; Herbert Sweet, Fred
erick Turner and Prof. Winslow
Loveland. Boston.
Dr. Wood, a native of Somerville,
graduated from Harvard College in
1897 and from Harvard Medical
School in 1901. He was a leader
in medical, religious and civic ac
tivities.
He leaves two brothers, George
A of Cambridge and Fred E of
Kingston. N. H.—Boston Globe.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

newest

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS

Reduced Prices

HAROLD A. DEAN

Batteries and Service

AIM Dodge Job-Bated
Track Part*

For All Makes

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

PHONE CAMDEN 2039

ALFRED A. ADAMS

161-T-tt

THE NEW ENGIAND TELEPHONE *

TEIFG9APH COMPANY

515 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. JJ? ,
1-tf

The clue

for you
in'52

w

7 0

on Suits, Topcoats]

Storm Jackets
MEN’S SUITS AND
TOPCOATS
Values
$35. to $50.,
$55. to $65.,

$29.50
$39.50

MEN’S STORM JACKETS
Value
$30. to $32.,

$25. to $27.50

soon...

$25.00
$20.00
$18.00
$14.001
$11.00

BOYS’ STORM JACKETS
Values
$27.50,
$22.50,

$17.50-$19.95,
$12.95-$15.00,

$22.00
$18.00
$14.00
$11.00
$ 9.00

Every Garment of
Regular Gregory Quality.

For All Chrysler Make C«*»
Dodge-Ply month-Chrysler
DeSote

One-UnW HBAWfNG AID

/ 4A

In This Sale

$10.95-$11.95,

USE THE CLASSIFIED

-' >’

To Use Any
Magic Words

$17.50-$19.95,
$13.50-$15.00,

• Hardware

r*

' A v*1' .•’•••

We Don't Have

Thurs.-Fri.-Sun.
Nights
JAN. 10, 11 and 13
REV. VERNON CARVER,
Pastor

•/

® u

$22.50,

ALL ARE WELCOME

9.30 A. M.
GOOD BI'YS—COME EARLY

< fi

SCHOOL ST., ROCKL AND

AT 7.30
• Electric Appliances

JAMES LELAN HART
J. Lelan Hart died suddenly at
his home in Martinsville, Dec. 29.
He was born in Glenmere, March
24. 1870. son oi Samuel and Susie
J. Hart. He received his education
in the local schools, also attending
Rockland Commercial College. He
taught school for a time, then fol
lowed the sea with his father. Later
he became attached to the U. S.
L.ghthouse Service, serving in the
vicinity of port of Boston
After some 20 years in the serce he retired in 1938 With Mrs.
Hart he moved to Thomaston where
they lived for more than four years.
They then moved to this town.
The funeral services were held
a ne Riuge Church of which he
hao been a member since he was
13 years old Rev Charles MacDonaid of Rockland conducted the
service
He is survived by his wife, Ada
Teei Hart One daughter. Susie M.
passed away 15 years ago.
Capt." Hart wa a friendly jo
vial man and will be remembered
very pleasantly by all who knew
him.

An unusually colorful exhibit of
ca.sse.il pauitings by Henry Gasser,
the director of The Newark School
of Fine and Industrial Art, has
been recently hung in the North
Gallery of the Farnsworth Mu
seum where it will be on display
for the month of January
Casein painting is one of the
oldest mediums of painting and
until very recently has beer,
neglected by the foremost artists.
Casein colors are pigments mixed
in an adhesive emulsion prepared
from curds of milk and lime Its
unusual qualities facilitates its use
by artists who paint in watercolors
or by artists familiar only to oil
painting.
Henry Gasser, a memeer of
many art societies and the Na
tional Academy, has won several
awards in competitions throughout
the United States. His painting:are included in the permanent col
For social items in The Courierlections of the art museum of the Gazette. Phone 1044, City.
H
New Britain Institute. The Newark
Museum. Amherst College, The In
ternational Business Machine Col
RUMMAGE SALE
lection, and many other leading
Wednesday, January 9
museums of this country.

County Polio Chairman To Very Large Attendance At Gloucester Dragger To Be Services For Former North
Haven Pastor Held In a
Speak Thursday Night At
Sunday’s Services—ScotLengthened 10 Feet To
Boston Church
Public Session
tish Rite Bearers
Add 50.000 Capacity

The Knox Chapter of the Maine
State Employes Association will
meet at the Farnsworth Building
in Rockland Wednesday evening
at 7.30.

For Sale by the pound, 1 gal.
Jar, 2 gal. pail, 214 gal. pail or
keg, 3$4, 6 and 14 gal kegs.
SAUER KRAUT JUICE
HORSE RADISH
VEGETABLE SALAD, PICKLES

TEL. 645-W or 963-R
ROCKLAND
133-T-tI

C CT ■

Police got a little tough Saturday night with motorists who left their vehicles on the public streets
to block snow plowing operations. The owner oi the sedan being hooked on astern of a tow truck had to
pay towing charges before he could recover his car. This especial car was blocking Broadway on a dark
The Mission Circle of the First curve approaching the North Main street junction and had been abandoned by its driver. Saturday, police
Baptist Church will meet Wednes phoned owners or called at their homes to warn them
The next sto.m, Chief Thompson savs. warnings
day at 2 o'clock in the vestry. The will not be given.
program will be in charge of Mrs.
Charlotte Cook and will have us a
Washington PTA The Bowe Funeral Work At Shipyard
subject Jewish Missionary Work.

Two property damage accidents
to cars were reported to police as
the result of Saturday's heavy
storm. A station wagon driven by
James N. Anderegg of Rockport
was damaged to the extent of $200
that afternoon when it struck a
truck driven by Clifford O Col
son, Box 324, Rockland, which had
stopped to make a left turn on
Main street. Anderegg said he was
unable to stop in time, due to slip
pery conditions. There was no
damage to the truck. Poor visibil
ity was blamed for another acci
dent Saturday afternoon when a
truck driven by William Young
of Thomaston struck a car oper
ated by Ernest Nickerson. 74 Cam
den street at the corner of Pearl
and Winter streets. The truck
was turning into Winter from
Pearl when it hit the front of the
other car which was going East on
Winter; $200 damage was done to
the Nickerson car and $5 to the
truck.

Henry Gasser show

North Gallery At Museum Is
Devoted To Exhibition Of
Artist’s Work In Casein

The Colonist Group of the Pion
eer Girls will meet Wednesday af
ternoon alter school at the home of
Mrs. Lawrence’ Lord.

ivailable at The

DEAN’S
SAUER KRAUT

Cars Blocking Plowing Towed Away

Readers of Time magazine will
be interested in the story in the
religious section dealing with Rev
Fr. Bishop, noted Epis?opal clergy
man. pastor of the largest church
of the sect in the United States,
who will be the missioner in Feb
ruary at St. Peter's Church in this
city. Fr B.shop will be recalled
as the leader of the men s group
who was so well received last Fall
at the Northeast Harbor sessions.

office—four for 50 cents.
n the front office.

BURPEE
Faneral Home

Paamm
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called. I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.

Tuejday-TTiursday-Saturday
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WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

grade school. Parents of children
In Warren schools are especially
invited to be present.
Mrs William Tower who returned
to this country last Summer, after
having passed nearly three years
in Japan will be guest speaker Fri
day afternoon at a meeting of the
Field and Garden Club, which will
be held at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Starrett, who jointly entertains the
Club that day with Mrs. Elmer E.
Watts. Mrs Tower will show slides.
Due to the storm Saturday, It
was necessary to postpone the an
nual Church meeting of the Con
gregational Church to 4 p. m. next
Saturday afternoon, and the annual
parish meeting also to 7.30 p. m.
next Saturday. The supper for the
members and their families will be
held at 6 p. m. that night.
Mrs. Lillian Simmons was re
elected worthy matron of Ivy
Chapter. O.E.S., Friday night lor
the coming year. Other officers
elected are, J. O. Jameson, worthy
patron; Mrs. Teresa Monroe, asso
ciate matron; Andrew Jurra, asso
ciate patron; Mrs. Laura Starrett,
secretary; Mrs. Edna White, trea
surer; Mrs. Fannie Jurra, con
ductress; and Mrs. Helen Maxey,
Mrs. Ada Spear and LeRoy
Smith, finance committee. Date for
installation was set for Jan. 18 with
members of St. George Lodge, A.F.
&A.M. and their wives invited.
Each chapter will also invite one
guest.
The newly elected officers of the
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V.,
will be installed Wednesday after
noon by Mrs. Edith Spear, past
president. Dinner will be served
the members at noon, with Miss Ida
Stevens, dinner committee chair
man.
Mrs. Edwin Gammon will enter
tain the members of the East Wal
doboro Social Club Wednesday af
ternoon.
The Congregational Ladies Mis
sion Circle will meet at 2 p. m.
Thursday afternoon at the chapel.
The annual meeting and election
of officers in the Congregational
Ladies Circle will be held at 3 p. m.,
Thursday in the chapel, following
the mission meeting. There will be
no public supper.
Mrs. Mattie
Campbell, local
chairman of the 1962 polio fund
drive, reports that no mailing cards
will be sent out to residents this
season. However special gifts will
be sought from various organiza
tions in town, and the coin cards
will be distributed in the schools,
with the mothers’ march the climax
of the drive. An effort will be made
to contact every family in this
town. She announced that the fund
seeking campaign was started off
Friday night by the receipt of $16.60 from White Oak Grange, North
Warren, made at a game party held
Fricfay night following the regular
meeting.

Receipts from the New Year's
Ball, sponsored by the Warren Li
ons Club, were reported as slightly
over $200 met, by the ways and
means committee, at the meeting
of the Lions, Wednesday night last
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
week. This sum is ear marked for
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
central heating
installation at
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Glover hall. The club voted to spon
sor a series of dances at Glover
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
Hall, starting Friday night, Jan. 11,
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
the proceeds from which will be
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.
added to the fund for installation
of
central heating at the hall. Paul
i
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Dillaway was named dance chair
FORD. 1937. Sedan for sale; man, and William Davies, enter
CHEVROLET Station Wagon,
1942. for sale. Overload springs, j good tires, good running condi tainment chairman lor the pro
heaters, good tires, engine newly tion. quick sale. $145 R S. JOR posed series to start the last of the
2*4 week. Three new members have
overhauled; 21 LINDSEY ST., City. . DAN. 6 Kelley Lane. city.
4-6
LONG Fur Coat for sale, size 18. been received into the Club. They
4*6 are Charles Kigel, Edward Davies
1950 CHEVROLET 4-door Sedan $50. PHONE 595-J.
for sale. Radio, heater, oil filter, 1
REG. Guernsey Cow for sale, 5 and George Gray. Speaker Wednes
orig. owner. VIRGIL JACKSON. years old. Due to freshen in July. day night was George I. Shaw of
Tel 2102. Camden.
_______ 2-4
F M. PIPER. 146 Rankin St. 4*6 Rockland, former director of high
gvr Burner for sale, new sac
CHICKEN Brooder for sale, used ■ way safety, and his subject was
rificed for quick sale. $45; 80 Ma once, 500 capacity. TEL. Camden safety on the highways. A director’s
sonic St. PHONE 610
Itf BOBS
4*lt meeting followed the membership
FOR SALE
PLYMOUTH 4-door Sedan. 1947. meeting, Wednesday evening.
1941 Dodge 4 wheel Drive 2 yd. for sale; R.&H seat covers, excel
The members of the Lions Club
dump body truck. Blade Plow and
4*6 had received the gift of a doll
Wing, and plow attachment. Good lent condition TEL. 484-R.
Rubber and in First Class Con-1 GIRL'S White Shoe Skates for daintily dressed in hand crocheted
dition, will sell complete, or sepa- j sale, -ize 5. TEL. 14S6-W.
4 lt dress and hat, from Mrs. Lillian
rate. This truck will do you some ,
Simmons, which was auctioned off
hard work, and go almost any- J IVANHOE Pot Burner fot sale. at the New Year's Ball. Refresh
where, with the four wheels driv Large size. $50. A. WEBBER Tel
14’5-W.
4*6 ments were sold. A short program
ing. Price Reasonable.
Also 1942 Chevrolet 2-door sedan
TWO
twin-size
inner-spring was presented also New Year’s
n the best of condition. New mo Mattresses for sale. $12 each; night, by William Davies, Henry
tor Job.
Loveseat Sofa Bed, 2'a years old, Laukka and B. F. Podkowa.
Also 1941 Studebaker 4 dr. sedan, $100: 2 solid mahogany end Tables.
Mrs. Phillip Simmons was called
best of condition, rubber and all. ' $17 each; 32 HILL ST., Rockland.
Friday to Stetson by the illness of
A dandy Model A Sedan. 24 p.s- Me
4-6
her mother, Mrs. William Lawrence.
enger Dodge bus. A-l condition,
NEW
ns well as some other cheap cars.
Mr and Mrs. Earle Moore, Jr.,
Ca«h. trade or term-. Shawmut’ CHAIN Saw Grinder. 750x20 and returned Sunday to Orono, after
8 5x20 Truck Chains. 825x20 Ford
Bank Finance.
Truck Wheels, one Quaker Pot passing the holidays with his par
HAROLD B KALER,
Burner Heater, lots of Springs for ents in this town. He will resume
Open Sundays
Wash.
Me Tel. 5-25 156-5 Ford Trucks and Cars, also other his studies at the University of
makes. To be sold less than cost.
1947 KAISER Sedan, two new *
1 ROCKLAND MOTOR CO, 245 Maine. Monday.
Miss Eini Riutta returned to the
tires; grod u-ed c-r lor the money. Main St. Tel. 920.
4’6
University of Maine to resume her
$495: also 1939 Oldsmobile, radio
heater, new paint job. Terms, if
studies after passing the Christmas
WANTED
desired. Call at 161 LIMEROCK
vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Street.
3*5
SMAIL Children wanted to Mrs. Antto Riutta.
STHL headqu.tr’'rs for apples, board. TEL Camden 8699.
Mrs. John Gibson, and two chil
4*lt
Spies. Cor.lands Tolman Sweets,
dren, Sharon and John have re
i few Mac-. Wh.le they last. $1.50 ■ OPPORTUNITY—YOUNG MAN
Who can pass physical and 3p- turned to their home at Orono after
bu. RAY THURSTON. Thurston’s
Wharf. Tel. 336. city.
3-5 ’itude te-ts; to sell life insurance several weeks’ visit with her par
in Knox County; must own auto ents. Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Bar
NICE Shoats, weighing 60 lbs; mobile. Write A.E . DESJARDINS
bour.
and up for sale; . Iso thoroughbred Box 507. Augusta. Me.
4 6
Miss Marion Starrett and Miss
Jersey Cow. due to freshen soon;
Carpenters Janet Philbrook left Sunday to re
first-calf Heifer. Jersey and Hoi- 1 WOODWORKERS.
stein, due to freshen any day. Boatbuilders with tools wanted. turn to Boston, Mass., and will re
MAURICE
LEONARD.
Tel. Steady work, defense plant. LU- sume their studies at the Fisher
1580-M1, Rock Ue.
Stf . DERS’ MARINE CONSTRUCTION
CO. Stamford, Conn.
4-6 School there, after a vacation at
their homes here.
YOUR ELECTROLUX
WANTED: Boatbuilders Steady
Due to the storm Thursday the
CLEANER
work, top wages
PENOBSCOT
Checked FREE of Charge by our BOAT WORKS. Sea St., Rockport. January meeting of the Warren
Bonded Factory Service
Tel. Camden 2761.
4-7 Woman’s Club was postponed from
Representative
Jan. 3 to Thursday night, Jan.10,
WANTED—Someone to share
JAN. 8 THROUGH JAN. 11
fuel expenses for room and kit and will be held at the Congrega
TEL. 395-M«
tional Chapel at 7.30 p. m. The skit
4-5 chen privileges. TEL 991-JK.
planned for last Thursday will be
3-5
2 COMMERCIAL used Refrigera
presented. A rehearsal for the skit
tors, (20-ft. cap.), perfect con
MALE HELP
by the Woman’s Club Study Unit,
dition for sale. Few used refrig
MARRIED MEN WANTED
erators. stoves, oil and wood or
For responsible position with na directed by Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs.
coal burning heaters. A good tional distributing organization in J. B. Kimball and Miss Frances
WALDOBORO
Home Lighting Plant Cheap. H. B Rockland area. Some mechani Spear, will be held this afternoon
KALER. Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25. cal experience helpful. If you are
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Open Sundays.
156-5 available immediately see EM at 2 p. m. at the Vinal home.
Correspondent
Miss
Dorothy
Bryant
of
the
Den

Telephone 250
ONE New Wood Bos Chain Saw. PLOYMENT MANAGER. Mr. Rus
for sale, will sell much less than sell. Thorndike Hotel, Tuesday, tal Division, department of Health
3-4 and Welfare, will explain the fluor
retail price. A bargain if you need Jan. 8. at 2 p. ni.
At the meeting of the Woman’s
one. I have plenty more to sell.
CAPABLE Girl wanted for gen ine treatment Friday evening at an
Whatever you might need see eral housework, must be fond of open meeting sponsored by War Club Tuesday they will observe
KALER, at Washington, Me. Tel. hili en. Live Is. Write to BOX ren Extension Association and to Housekeepers Day with Mrs. Louise
5-25. Open Sundays.
156-5 7S5. Rockland Me
2-4 be held at 7.30 Friday night at the Fettinger, itinerant teacher-train
IF you need New Refrigerators.
er, as speaker.
'Ft
i
«•
le
Woman
wanted
in
Deep Freezers, Electric Washing
Elroy Gross. Jr., returned to the
machines, electric, or gas, oil or ho...e to care for children, in re LOST AND FOUND
U of M Monday after passing two
wood combinations stoves, or stoves turn for good home. Write RALPH
of any kind, Youngstown or Tracy A FITCH, 26 Shepard Lane, Bath,
LARGE Sum of Money lost Fri weeks at the home of his parents,
2-4 day night. Reward. Please TEL.
Sinks, colored bathroom sets, or Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross, Sr.
anything in the appliance line, we FIVE to seven-room House wanted Thomaston 129-4.
________
At the last meeting of the Star
have it, and we have prices lower to rent in vicinity of Rockland for
I.ADY'S brown kid fur-cuffed Club the following officers were
than other dealers. We have F.H.A. plant foreman. Cal! ROCKLAND Glove lost from waiting room at
148tf 5 o’clock bus Friday. DIANA elected: President, Mrs. Annette
and Shawmut Bank Finance. Call POULTRY CO. Tel. 1396
Brooks; vice president, Marjorie
around and see us. HAROLD B.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work PITTS, Rockport.
4-lt
KALER. Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25. done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Illves; secretary, Dora Both; trea
FEMALE
Puppy
lost.
Brown
Open Sundays.
Union St.. Grove St. entrance Tel.
surer, Gladys Winchenbaugh.
The one place left where the 1680 EVA AMES.
4*9 with black nose. Answers to name
Mrs. Carrie Winchenbaugh and
of
“
Rusty.
”
TEL.
1011-W.
4*lt
dollar will buy more than a dollar’s
DON’T discard your old or
friends from Augusta are in
worth.
156-5
WHITE
Puppy
found;
2
brown
antique .furniture. Call H. JOHN
BALED Hay for sale, at barn or NEWMAN for restoring and re- | spots on back; brown and white Framingham, Mass., for 10 days.
The Loyal Order of Moose will
4*lt
delivered. Excellent quality. None finishing; 48 Masonic St. Tel. face; 3 MAVERICK ST.
of it rained on. Only a few tons iins-M
meet Thursday night. State Direct
M*tf
to offer, so call early. For full
or Paul K. Chynoweth will be pre
TO LET
Information call NEIL RUSSELL,
sent.
West Meadow Rd. Tel. 408.
REAL ESTATE
PARTLY fum. Apts, to let, 3
148tf
rooms and bath, heat. TEL. 1059-R
FIVE-Room House for sale, with up to 1 p. m.
OWL’S HEAD
4*6
7 acres of land on Waldo Avenue.
The
Mother
’s Club Council met
THREE-Room Apartment with
BODY and FENDER TEL. 226.
4tf
flush to let. Call. 181 SO. MAIN Wednesday night at the Ingra
REAL ESTATE
STREET.
4*6 ham’s Hill school with 35 members
WORK
Small 45 acre Farm In Union, on
present. It was voted to set aside
TWO
furnished
Rooms
and
flush
Route 17, buildings need some re
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
to let; 34 Fulton St. TEL. 1379-R $175 toward the fund for the cafe
pair,
lights
and
well
water,
the
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
3*5 teria in the new central school.
price is right, and will take mort
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
gage
for
part.
Plans were made to hold a fund
LARGE
Room
to
let,
kitchen
REPAIRS
House and Barn 2 acres of land privileges if desired; 24 School St. raising event each month with a
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
in Washington, would make a First TEL. 1448-J.
2-4 food sale to be held in Rockland
Class Hunting Lodge.
Will sell
FURNISHED
Apartment
to
let, Jan. 26 and a card party at the
Rowling’s Garage
cheap.
Call around and see KALER at 3 rooms and bath, partial heat, Town Hall Feb. 15. Interesting
778 MAIN ST„
TEL. 202-H
W shington, Me. Tel. 5-25.
156-5 lights and water, elec. ref. Adults and beautiful slides were shown
ROCKLAND, ME.
only; 48 South St. TEL. 824-M.
1-0
TWO-APT House at 49 Park St
2*4 by Orett Robinson of Thomaston
tor sale, occupied at present Price
FIVE-Room Apt. to let, all mod of his trips to the West Coast. Re
MEN’S, Women’s and children’s right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA ern improvements. DAVID RU freshments were served following
95tf BENSTEIN, 6 Talbot Ave
Shoes sold at factory price at JOE'S RAGE. 118 Park St. Tel. 475
Tel. the program.
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
1285.
2-4
Miss Beryl Borgerson and Miss
daily, inc. Sunday until 9 p. m., M1SCELLANEOUS
MODERATE Rent to adults, un- Margaret Borgerson have re
except Thurs. close at 6 o'clock
fum. 2-rm. Apt. priv. bath, re turned to New York after spending
98 tf
HIGH SCHOOL—NO CLASSES
frigerator, stove, cabinet sink. Good the holidays with their parents,
Study
at
home,
spare
time.
Di

‘
ROOFING AND SIDING
Rockland location. TEL. Camden
TTTE-ON, fire-resistant roofs, 20 ploma awarded. Write for Free 2853.
3*5 Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Borgerson.
Catalog
5.
WAYNE
SCHOOL,
HS.
Mrs. Katherine Hickey
kinds of siding, repair work, metal
SMALL fur. Apts, to let. Apply
4*6
windows, and doors. Free esti % The Courier-Gazette.
Mrs. Katherine Hickey died
In Person, 11 JAMES ST.
149tf
If you run out of hot dish mate
mates, monthly payments. CALL
FURNISHED Apartment, 2 or 3 Thursday at the home of her
1213-M or write P. O. Box 424, use several layers of newsprint rooms. JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant
daughter, Mrs. Annie Farrell, with
Rockland.
lOltf bind the edges and there you have St. Tel. 289-M.
144U whom she had made her home the
them, at very slight cost. Newsprint
UNFURNISHED Rent to let, 18 past two and a half years. Mrs.
iRANITE LIVES FOREVER
on sale at The Courier-Gazette Masonic St. Apply to MRS. MILLS, Hickey was 79 years of age and had
ilks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
142tf
(unprinted)
1*50 11 Masonic St.
been in failing health for quite
oring Stones and Chain, AshTWO-Room Furnished Apt. to let. some time. Mrs. Farrell left by
, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wail and
Willow St. TEL. 939
138tl
train Saturday to accompany the
LEARN TO TYPE
indation Stone.
Estimates
HEATED and unheated furnished
Quickly. Efficiently—At the
remains of her mother to Beverly,
Apts to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
dly submitted. No obligation.
EVENING SCHOOL
Park St
Tels. 8000 or 1234
Itf Mass., where the funeral was held
iCKING GRANITE INDUSROCKLAND SCHOOL
Monday.
IES (Successors to John MeeSANDING Machine and polisher
i A Son), Clark Island, Me.
OF COMMERCE
to let- Also a Wall Paper Steamer
. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant's 245 MAIN ST.
Wit is the salt of conversation,
TEL. 148 Inquire at SKA COAST PAINT
•bor 56-1$.
1-tf
4-T&Th-8 I OO, M0 Main BL
BK not the food,—William Hazlitt

Tax Information You Should Know
SCHEDULE C (.File with Form 1040)
V 8 TRKASVRY DZPARTMSXT
Internal Rbtbnuk SBBVK-B

19S1

SCHEDULE OF PROFIT (OR LOSS) FROM BUSINESS OR PROFESSION AND
COMPUTATION OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX (for oM-age and survivor* insurance)

Hezs A Busy Man

Kenneth Cassens Tells Of
Multiple Activities In
Boston

121 Mortland street,
Roxbury, Mass.. Nov. 16.
... 1951, i
, 1$$— Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Far calaadar year 1951 ar fiscal year befimin< —
Name and addreaa under
I note with pleasure the opening
which Form 1040 ia filed-----------------------------of a Sylvania plant in Waldoboro.
If a joint return, name of husband or
wife haring net earnings from self-employ:
Electronics is big business; I ve
been in it since April. I am run
ning a turret lathe at General R-P
COMPUTATION OP SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX (See Instructions on other side)
Fittings, on Beacon street in the
Kenmore Square area.
25 Net earnings (or loss) from self-employment included in line 22, above................................. $.......................
We make and assemble parts for
26. Net earnings (or loss) from self-employment from partnerships, joint ventures, etc.
phenolic connectors lor use in TV,
(from column 10, Schedule K, page 4, Form 1065)......... .................................................. . ...........
radio, sonar, proximity fuses, and
27 Total net earnings (or loss) from self-employment (lines 25 and 26) ................................. ....................... ................... .
a small million of other uses. I've
(If total of net earnings is under $400, do not make any entries below)
machined connectors, insulators,
28. Wages paid to you during the taxable year which were subject to withholding for old-age and survivors
and
bodies for Westinghouse. West
insurance................... . .................................. . .........................................................................................................——........... .............—
ern Electric, Raytheon, and many
29.
Total of lines 27 and 28............................................... -.............................................................................................................
other familiar names from brass,
30. Self-employment income subject to tax:
silver, teflon, polystyrene, copper
If line 29 is (a) not otvr $3,600, enter amount shown on line 27..............................................
(6) ouer $3,600—and amount on line 28 is $3,600 or more, enter “none”
beryllium, and steel
_ 1 amount
_ A __on I-line
.. no28 is __
l._ $3,600
eo rtui enter difference between
and
under
The list of parts, materials, and
$3,600 and amount on line 28 ........................-........... -...............................
customers is endless. Our work is
Enter tax here and as item 5(B), page 1
31. Self-employment tax—2Yt percent of amount shown on line 30.
quite a bit on the experimental side,
Form 1010............................................................. ................................................
and we get special orders for small
FILL IN ITEMS BELOW BUT DO NOT DETACH
quantities from the big boys who
don’t want to break into mass as
sembly work with an order for, say,
0
U. S. REPORT OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT INCOME
(For Fsdoral Old-A^o snd Survivors Insurance)
25 small parts.
General R-F’s specialty is doing
For calendar year 1951 er fecal year beginning ....................................................................... -, 1951, and amfinf------------ - -------------- —
, 195 .
things carefully and right. One
State nature of business...........................................................................-.................................................day a man from Raytheon was
waiting for some cables, and the
owner of the firm came to me and
ENTER HERE YOUR SOCIAL
Enter total net earnings
SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER
said, "It makes no difference that
from self-employment
shown on line 27 above. $..
a man is waiting. Do it carefully
ENTER BELOW. NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS OF SELF-EMPLOYED PERSON
and do it right." That about ex
presses the attitude of all the bosses.
A man not only doesn’t need to
Eater wages shown on
tine 28 above_______ $.......
hurry; he must not, on the X-P
work.
A DDRES3 (Street and Dumber, or rural route)
Work is booming in Boston. If a
Enter self-employment
income subject to tar
man is idle, it's not only because
U':'y it town. t<o$tal /on*' number*
ahown on line 30 above $
he isn’t looking for work, but is
Did you have net earnings of or the form is shown above. Earn- are farm operators and self-em- dodging the work that's looking for
him. if he has an skill of any kind.
$460 or more from your own trade ings reported on Schedule C will ployed professional peopie—docAbility to read blueprints put me
tors,
lawyers,
and
a
few
others.
or business in 1951? If so, you count toward old-age and surIf you did not receive a copy of on a lathe, even though the prints
must file a social security tax vivors insurance benefits under the Schedule C with vour income tax I had read in the shipyard con
report on Schedule C with your I social security law.
form, you can get a copy from the cerned sections weighing tons, and
a day’s output now may fill three
income tax return for 1951. Part ' Not covered by social security Collector of Internal Revenue.
teespoons and weigh less than live
ounces. I made 3000 parts a few
I—
LOUDVILLE
days ago that fell in that category!
Cascade Alleys
I have an article coming out in
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior were
UNION
at Poland Spring laet Sunday call a near-future Blue Book, and a
Mm.
Florence
Calde-wood
The Worms Make a Gallant
ing at the home of the Merton story in -the next issue of Fantasy
Correspondent
Bid But Ducks Won the
Telephone 10-24
Norrises Mrs. Nouris is very ill at A; Science Fiction. The Sunday
Game
the Central Maine Hospital in School paper of the American Bapti't Publication Society, Young
Lewiston.
What might look like a 50-50
Friday at 8 p. m. a reception will
Last Wednesday at 1 p. m. Rev People, is printing vignettes regu
proposition turned out to be quite be held at Methodist Church ves
Gertrude Anderson invited the larly, and asking for more.
And, to get room, we bought a
a different proposition when it try for Rev. and Mrs. John Baxter. children who attend Sunday School
means one more win for the Ducks All are cordially invited to attend. and their parents to a party at home here in Roxbury, an apart
and one more defeat for the Gan Committee of arrangements is Au her church home. Those who at ment house of 22 rooms. We’re living
ders. It has gotten so that no byne Hawes, Christine Barker, tended reported a happy time in six, refurbishing three that were
weekly report on Vinalhaven bowl Martha Fuller, Florence Calder with the youngsters Games were pretty awful, and collecting rents
ing is quite complete without wood and Ethel Creighton. The, played and refreshments served. on two apartments. Haven’t at
chronicling at least one win for Kupples Klub which was an
Mrs. Helen Poland and Rev. tended Grange since we bought,
the Ducks and one or more losses nounced to be held on this eve Gertrude Anderson were supper though we went to Watertown and
for the Ganders.
guests of Lettie Prior on New Melrose several times, to Waltham
ning is postponed.
once, earlier in the year.
Monday night the Ganders ran
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Durkee Year’s Eve
George, stationed at Otis Field,
true to form and lost a spiritless spent the week-end in Islesboro,
Some men from Boothbay were
match to the Pirates, who are in guests of his parents. Their chil here last Wednesday afternoon gets up every week-end that he
there fighting all the time to keep dren visited at Mr. and Mrs. Clin looking at the boats, twine and doesn’t go to Maine. He has been
absoast of the Worms. Scores were ton Cramer's while they were etc., of the late Capt. Lowell painting and helping to paper on
low, especially with the Ganders, away.
Burns They were contemplating a the apartment that we're redeco
rating. We hope to have it avail
and the highest string for the
Rev. John Baxter of Methodist purchase of these.
evening was Shields’ 101.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and able for rental by Dec. 1, but with
Church announced Sunday the
The Ganders took renewed inter Friendly Circle had purchased and son John were business callers at so many hours of overtime at the
est in their knitting when it was placed two flags in the church, a Waldoboro last Friday. Johnny factories where we work, the time
reported that big trades were in Christian flag and a National flag. visited the dentist for some needed we can put on it is limited.
To revert to the earlier part of
the making to strengthen their Dedication exercises will be held work while there.
team. As Mike Williams said as at a later date.
As we of Lcudville said "Good the letter: Rockland would do well
he heard the report, "Boy, I hope
Orient Chapter O.ES. held its bye" to 1951 we began to realize to angle for an electronics factory
it's Samson they are giving us. We election of officers Friday night, the many blessings it had brought in the John Bird property. Ship
can use a lot of strength on this The following were elected to serve us. Death had not taken any of ping bj- air from Ash Point should
team."
for
1952:
Constance
Durkee our numbers this year, none had put the towrn not too far from the
Ganders—MacDonald 203, John worthy matron; Clinton Cramer, been crippled by accidents, or se center of the closely integrated web
son 259, Smith, 244, Williams 232, worthy patron; Georgia Durkee, vere sickness—no homes had been , of the industry.
H. Arey 257, total 1195.
General R-F (Radio-Frequency).
associate matron; Norman Clark, destroyed by fire—and, oh, so very
Pirates—Bickford 261, Loveless associate patron; secretary, Chris many more blessings we as a com Fittings employs only 25 men, but
269. Peacock 240, Peterson 264, tine Barker; treasurer, Marion Al munity had received. Let us not j wer're all busy if unhurried. Some
Shields 275, total 1307.
den; conductress, Ruth Leonard; forget to thank God for these thing like that could take up a pile
Somehow the news got around associate conductress. Christine blessings.
of slack in Rockland. And there’s
on Wednesday night that the Savage; finance committee, Ethel
no off-season, except for the first
Worms were going to make a su Creighton, Marie Butler, Edgar Advertise in The Courier-Gazette week in July, when everybody takes
preme bid to stop the Ducks that Barker.
Installation ceremonies
a vacation at once. Integrated as
ADVERTISEMENT
night or, chew dirt the rest of the are planned for Friday, Jan. 25.,
we are, that’s the only way it can
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
year, and all the anti-Duck bowl with members and families and City of Rockland,
be done.
ers (which include all but the Masons and families; each mem
Knox County
Kenneth H. Cassens
Ducks themselves) were on hand ber is allowed to invite one guest.
Maine.
Separate sealed bids for the con
to see the show. Being top dog
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Elizabeth Hilt is with her
means you have to fight off all daughter, Mrs. Florence Beane struction of sewers, will be received
PUBLIC NOTICE
by the City Manager of the City of
By virtue of the authority con
the under dogs and that is the po Hallowell, for a visit.
Rockland at City Hall, Rockland. ferred upon me by the provisions
sition the Ducks are in at present.
Maine, on January 22, 1952 at 2:00 of Section 100. Chapter 33, 11th
Well, the Worms made their bid high scores they did last year and P. M., and shall be at said office Biennial Revision, Fish and Game
all right and for the first two he is threatening to get a pair publicly opened and read aloud.
Laiws. I hereby declare an open
The Contract consists of the con season for trapping beaver, from
strings it looked as if they might of cow hides to see what they can
struction
of
sewers,
manholes,
12 o’clock noon, the 11th day of
accomplish their objective, but in do for his average.
catchbasins and appurtenances on January, A. D.. 1952 to the 7th Day
that final and fatal third string
One offshoot of the grapevine Pleasant Street, Lawn Avenue and of February, A.D., 1952, both days
the Ducks put on another burst was to the effect that there would various private land easements.
inclusive; On the following terri
of speed and flew in again as win be a ‘'big feed” at the Islander
The Information for Bidders, tory;
ners by 31 pins. The first string Monday night, at which time the Form of Bid. Form of Contract,
Knox County
Iron Pond and Hope Brook, and
resulted in a tie, which made the break up of the Bucks along with Plans, Specifications and Forms
of Bid Bond and Performance their tributaries, as far as Medo
second string a two-point string some change to stregthen the Bond may be examined at the
fo- the winner. The Worms won Ganders would be discussed. Sta office of the City Manager, City mak River, in the town of Wash
ington; except that no part of said
this second string by 11 pins and tistician Poole has the averages Hall. Rockland, Maine, and at the territory within twenty-five feet of
the going looked good. But Joe all figured so that as far as figures office of Stewart Associates, Inc., any beaver house or beaver dam
Nelson of the Ducks came through and paper strength is concerned, Consulting and Testing Engineers, shall be open for trapping under
668 Massachusetts Avenue, Cam
with a 107, Poole backed him up the teams can be evenly matched bridge, Massachusetts, or 21 Main this proclamation.
During the open season for trap
with a 105. and Spargy Adams the again but paper and figures are Street, Kennebunk, Maine, and
ping herein provided for on the
runt of the league, somehow wob not all that enter into a winning copies thereof obtained at either territory above specified, it shall
bled a 99 when nobody was look or losing combination. But as the office upon payment of $10.00 for be lawful for any person who holds
ing and with Drew and Ducky beggar on the beach, wearing an each set. Any bidder, upon re a $10 00 trapping license to trap
bowling their average strings the “I am blind” sign said, as he saw turning such set promptly and in beaver thereon, except wherein
good condition, will be refunded the land owner reserves to him
team total reached 482 for the the girl coming, dressed in a Bi his payment.
self the right to trap beaver there
string while the Worms could only kini suit, "We shall see what we
The City Manager reserves the on, in accordance with aforesaid
right to waive any informalities provisions of Section 100. Chapter
fall 440 of the thin sticks. Der shall see.”
in or to reject any or all bids.
Captain Grimes, lead-off man,
33. 11th Biennial Revision, Fish
Ducks—Adams 245. Drew 244,
Each bidder must deposit with and Game Laws.
came near being the hero of the Nelson 264,. Poole 293, Ducky 264,
his bid security in an amount of
Witness my hand this 31st day of
evening when he got two spares total 1310.
not less than five per centum (6%) December, A. D. 1951.
in his last two frames and hope
Worms—Grimes 243, Rae 260, of the base bid in the form and
ROLAND H. COBB,
sprang afresh in the breasts of the Loveless 263, Sanborn 264, Wymie subject to the conditions pro Commissioner of Inland Fisheries
vided ‘in the Information for Bid 4-lt
down-trodden Worms, but Der 249, total 1279.
and Game.
ders.
Cap could get no backing in the
Attention of bidders is particu
following bowlers and the game
larly called to the requirement as
was lost forever.
RUBBER STAMPS to conditions of employment to be
ARTESIAN WELLS
observed under the Contract.
The worst offender in low scoring
LEWIS
HERBERT A SON
ANY SIZE
No bidder may withdraw his bid
for the Worms was Captain Wymie
within
45
days
after
the
actual
DRILLERS
SINCE 1918
On Order at
himself, whose 249 was way off his
date of the opening thereof.
Islesboro
Tel. Dsrk Hbr 76-$
usuel avenue.
Wymie’s rubber
CITY MANAGER,
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
boots have not brought him the
Rockland, Maine.
4-it
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♦ HE "MADE" ARMISTICE DAY
Jacob's Tie Saved the Occasion
Up on Skid Row in the Thorndike
raw of chairs nearest
the window, where some of us old
timers occasionally congregate to
watch the world go by—
Nov. 11, 1951., was just another
day. Though it was Armistice Day
there was no celebration. No
Speeches, no parades, no flags. Nobody seemed much interested in the
date and some of us, lounging there,
who had been gobs and doughboys
back in 1918 and couldn't quite for
get it, felt like spectators at the fu
neral which we couldn’t see, but
knew what was going on.
Time flies fast in this day and
age, and sume of us assembled
couldn’t help wondering if Armistice
Day was nor classified in the minds
of the younger generation along
with the Alamo and the Battle of
Bull Run. We had seen Memorial
Day and the G A R. slowly die and
inevitably Armistice Day would fol
low. That was what made it seem
like a funeral, and we, as survivors
- of the era which was being in
terred, might well be regarded as
relatives of the corpse.
None of us felt like joking about
it for it made us feel old, and no
body wants to grow old. To us.
Armistice Day was a very real
memory. After all, we were there,
weren’t we? And to us it didn’t
seem so long ago. So, just to start
something, I asked a question.
"Where were some of you exheroes and saviors of civilization
on this date 33 years ago?’’
"Paralyzed, probably,” said the
Joker in our midst.
That comment brought a reminis
cent grin to several faces, for some
af our best citizens were a little
• off base on that historic occasion.
However, I wanted the location, not
the condition.
"Saviors of civilization,’’ snorted
the pessimist in the crowd. "Take
a look at what we saved. As a war
to end all wars, who won anyway?”
For a moment it looked as if
things would get out of hand before
they really started, but finally Nate
Berliawsky opened up.
Mr. Berliawsky doesn't look old
enough to have taken part in any
thing more important than a ride
in a baby carriage in 1918, and to
learn that he could qualify as one
of that select group of "iron men
on wooden ships” the Navy used to
A boast about, surprised us.
It seems Nate was on the Marrietta during most of the first World
War. The Marrietta was a Navy
gunboat and her home port was
Boston. Most of her service was
in or around the Mediterranean.
"She's probably in a museum now,"
said Nate, “but in T7 and '18 she
was the cockiest ship in the Serv
ice; a wooden-hulled, copper-bot
tomed old spit kit, with a steel top;
skippered by a professor from the
Naval Academy, with a slave-driving
old sundowner for an exec."
That was the kind of talk we
wanted to hear. It seemed suitable
for the day and it stirred up a lot
¥ of half-forgotten memories.
I’m not going to fight any
battles for you guys," continued Ber
liawsky, “Nor listen to any either,
but I want to tell you about that
exec. He was a 62-year-old plank
lobby—that

owning boil, who sat up nights
thinking up ways to keep us work
ing—‘Turn to off watch' and three
hours sleep—I figured I would mur
der him if I ever met him after the
war was over.
"Well, I did meet him after the
war and it’s funny how a man's
ideas will change. I met that old
buzzard on a train out of Boston
and when I saw him sitting there I
didn’t know whether to kill him or
kiss him. Finally, I went up and
told him who I was.
«
“You know, that old boy seemed
glad to see me after he got me
placed in his mind. He said, ‘I’ll
bet you thought I was hard-boiled
in those days.’ That was my open
ing and I told him, without pulling
any punches, I thought he was the
stinkinest white man I ever had the
misfortune to meet,.”
He just
grinned.
“ ‘Tell me,’ he said, ‘were you ever
homesick when I had you?' That
stopped me for a moment. I was
all ready to tell him that he hadn't
given us time to be homesick, and
then I got the point. We were all
just kids on that ship and he had
worked us so hard and kept us so
tired we didn’t have time to be
homesick. That was his philoso
phy—I guess he knew his busi
ness."
Nate had some more to say, but
we didn’t listen closely. It was all
familiar stuff. We sat there,
nursing our arthritis, but our minds
were somewhere else. We were back
in the Argonne or slipping through
the submarine zone at night with
no lights showing, expecting any
moment to be blown to kingdom
come. We remembered our own
execs, our pet peeves and gripes,
and what we did and what we
thought when we were a part of it
all.
We didn’t need a parade and pre
pared speeches to keep alive those
memories. Nate had done it in a
fine seagoing vocabulary. He was
our Armistice Day orator and the
be-dazzling glory of Frank Jacob's
newest necktie, as he marched about
the lobby attending to his duties
had been our parade.
I went home well satisfied with
our observance of the day, and I
thought about another veteran of j
World War One I had seen hav- |
ing his own celebration of Armistice
Day. He was a retired lieutenant
of Marines, over six feet tall, march
ing at the end of a regular parade
in St. Petersburg, Fla., a few years
ago. His uniform was the old dress
blues and he had outgrown it. The
sleeves of his blouse were half-way
up to his elbows, his cap had
shrunk, his trousers were far too
short and altogether he was a sorrylooking spectacle. But he strode
along, chin up, and his spirit was
grand.
I knew that he had a glassfronted case on the wall of his liv
ing-room full of medals he had
won, for I had seen it, but the
crowd of parade watchers who
laughed as he passed them by,
didn’t know that. All they saw
was another old man, who should
have been somewhere in a rocking
chair rather than in a parade. Per
sonally I saw something else. Some-

8 Stanley Hawbaker, famous
trapper, sportsman and manufac
turer of various animal lures as
used by trappers, has come out
with a brand new sporting maga
zine called the American Woods
man. I don't know if it has yet
IN 1882 HEAVY SNOWS
AND FCEEZING TEMPED
been placed on magazine counters
ATUCES OCCUCBED
but Vol. 1 No. 6 which I have Just
IN CALIFOBNIA.
received appears to be an excel
lent publication for hunters, fish
ermen and trappers.
The paper is of excellent smooth
and heavy finish, and photo repro
£>IX BUCKETS OF
ductions quite superior to many
„ WATER DISTRIBUTED
others in the same field.
AS FOG CAN TIE-UP
ANY HARBOR IN THE WORLD.
By Ralph
Warden Snow tells me that a
portion of the West Branch of Da
Futher publication difficulties both he and Secretary Tom Brown,
THE BLIZZARD OF 186ft
vis Stream above Route 17, has
TOOK ONLY SIX HOURS
of that rapidly growing monthly is the forthcoming convention of peen opened this year, along with
TO PUT NEW YORK CITY
OUT OF TOUCH WITH
"The Sportsmen s Guide” necessi the Maine Fish and Game Associ several other neighboring water
THE WORLD FOR
ation to be held at Skowhegan|
TWO DAYS.
-X
tated the amission of the December Firemens Hall next Sunday Jan. 13, ways, to beaver tripping. This
section of West Branch is in Lin
Issue.
and for the afternoon session coln County, in the town of Som
Editor Cliff Gove writes that which starts directly after the din- [ erville, an area in which my son
this time it was no fault of the ner recess the parent association and I have caught many fine trout.
editorial staff but an unexpected has assembled an impressive list of
Except for a small section in
turn of events where the paper is New England top conservationists and around Razorville in the town
as as guest speakers.
printed and assembled.
of Washington the Davis Stream
First on the program will be Fish is mostly in Lincoln County and
Subscriptions
existing
as
of
Sept.
WINTERS GETTING MILDER? /C,.
30th, 1951 will be extended one and Game commissioner Roland I is the main contributor to Dam
DONT BELIEVE
IT/ DESPITE
SNOW
TCEESES.j
----------------T|ME ON
opTHE
yEAR
THE TALK OF OLD TIMERS
month to make up for the omited Cobb and his departmental heads J ariscotta Lake, which it enters at
U S. WINTERS ACE JUST
WHEN AN AUTO
issue, which editor regretfully who will brief their duties and pro- . Jefferson. No stream in the tri
AS SEVERE TODAY AS
/ FREEZES/
THEY WERE 150
briefs as, "MISSING IN ACTION gress over the past year.
county area to which this column
YEARS AGO/
Harry Dufresne of the Federated, mostly refers has been stocked
The little paper which is cram
med with sportsmen's activities till Sportsmen’s Club of New Hamp with so many fish as Davis and
over the State, as well as hunting, shire will follow, and the principal although the fish were largely fry,
(Markings on the Woolly Bear caterpillar Super Pyro Weather Forecaster as
fishing and trapping articles by speaker of the day will be Ed the stream still produces some ex
observed by Dr C H Curran Curator Museum of Natural History. N YC indicate
native writers, has had hard sled-I1 Welch, chairman of the New Eng cellent trout, and a few salmon
that this winter will be reasonably mild, with sub-freezing temperatures being
followed at unexpected intervals by moderate conditions
ding over the last year. Circulation ’ land Conference of Fish and Game at the Gorge in North Jefferson
If you have never seen the Gorge
and advertizing drives have placed Problems. A representive of the
lt on secure footing for the future New Brunswick Fish and Game: by all means have a look at it in I
Winslow, Mrs. John E Morton, Miss
and editor Gove, not being easily [ Protective Association will also all its Spring splendor along around
Janice Knowlton, Miss Charleen
discouraged
will eventually emerge speak briefly. Affilliate clubs of the the middle of May.
VINALHAVEN
Polk, Miss Francis Gray, Miss Don
The best of the trout fishing in
with a publication for, of and by j Maine Fish and Game Association
na
Webster,
Miss
Doris
Skoog
were
'
MRS. ALLIE LANE
Maine Sportsmen that will com- j are requested to have their dele this stream however is above North
Correspondent
visitors at Rockland Friday.
pare favorably with those of other! gates present for this important Jefferson to almost headwaters
Telephone 85
J. H. Roberts was in Rockland meeting and an invitation is ex and it is in the upper reaches of
big hunting and fishing states.
Friday to attend the meeting and
Overcoming obstacles in the tended to all sportsmen whether Davis Stream where the West
Mrs. Della Simmers was hostess installation of officers of the Ma early stages of every publication affilliated or not to come and get Branch and its beaver dams are
to the “Non Eaters” Thursday at sonic Council.
located.
that has ever reached the top is acquainted. '
The Mother and Daughter Club
her home on High Street, for dinSeveral sportsmen from Knox
Secretly I have a deep affection
one the tasks of being an editor.
der. A congenial and social after met Friday night at the home of
for a certain beaver pond and be
The challenge is “vituals and County are expected to attend.
Mrs.
Margie
Chilles,
with
Mrs.
noon was passed with various kinds
The business meeting will be low Route 17. The trout it produces
drink’’ for Cliff Gove, and his
Chilles and Mrs. Carrie Mullen as
of handiwork.
determination deserves the utmost called to order at 10 a. m. There are distinctive for their dark color
Fritz Skoog went Saturday to hostessses, the occasion being a confidence from both advertisers will be a dinner in the Skowhegan and deep bellies.
Grange Hall at 1 p. m. and the
Waukesha, Wis., where he has em “going away” party for Mrs. Marion and subscribers.
Davis stream has been stocked
e • e •
program of speakers as listed above with brook trout, brown trout and
ployment. Enroute he will visit Mr. Calderwood, a member of the club,
who
leaves
this
week
for
Palo
Alto,
Incidentally Editor Gove has will extend throughout the after sockeye salmon over recent years.
and Mrs. Laurence Orcutt at Gray,
• • • •
and his daughter and son-in-law, Calif. Refreshments were served agreed to speak on his long associ noon.
Many readers won’t believe this,
Any one caring to attend this
Mr. and Mi^. Angus Parker at and cards was the feature of the ation with Maine sportsmen at a
evening. Honors going to Mrs. Nel meeting of the Knox County Fish meeting please phone Smith’s but Government records of 1884 as
Whitinsville, Mass.
Sport Shop, Ingraham Hill, Rock given in the report of Fish and
Ralph Smith was guest last week lie Nickerson and Mrs. Carrie Mul and Gamers in the near future
len. Mrs. Calderwood was presented
The interest of the moment for land or my number, 243-M1 so that Fisheries Commission for that year
of Wesley Peacock at Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Fabien Rosen, Jr., with "going away” gifts.

BEAR'

and son Douglas went Friday to
Rocklar.d where they will make
Island Yule Party
their home for several months.
Letters received by friends here
Choristers Of Vinalhaven’s
from Howard MacFarland say that
Union Church In Annual
Mrs. MacFarland is a patient at
Party Last Thursday
St. Vincent Hospital, New York and
will be pleased to receive cards and
The Union Church choir held its
letters, Her address is, Mrs. How
annual Christmas party Thursday
ard MacFarland, 160 Bard avenue, evening in the church vestry. A
Staten Island ,10, New York, % A.
long table in the center of the
F Williams.
room was attractive with groups of
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Hopkins red and white candles and gay de
announce the birth of a daughter
corations of the passing Christmas
Jean Ellen, Jan. 3, at the Sukeforth season.
Maternity Home.
At six o’clock supper was served
Miss Emily Winslow was hostess
by the supper committee, with Mrs.
recently to the Birthday Club. A Cora Peterson chairman. This con
delightful dinner was served at 7 sisted of baked beans, brown bread
o’clock, consisting of turkey en home made rolls,, salads, pie and a
casseroll, salad, hot rolls and des beautiful large surprise coconut
sert. Following dinner, a musical
layer cake made by Mrs. Leon Arey.
program was enjoyed, especially as
The evening program opened with
a recording was played from part Santa and helpers distributing the
of the opera "Pinafore’’ in which gifts to members and special guests.
Mrs. Leon Arey had a solo part.
A short choir rehearsal was then
The recording was most successful held, followed by a contest in
and was greatly enjoyed. The re games. The highlight of the en
mainder of the evening was passed tertainment was an impromptu skit
with handiwork.
and pantomine by Dr. Cameron
The Night Cappers were enter Rae. Mrs. Gertrude Sellers and
Charter No. 13734
Reserve District No. 1 tained Thursday night by Mrs. Lin- Harry Coombs starred in comic op
nie Smith at the home of her era and brought down the house
REPORT OF CONDITION
daughter, Mrs. Laura Skoog. Lunch
Sixteen choir members were pre
— OF THE —
was served by the hostess and the sent with Mrs. Cameron Rae, Rev.
evening passed with cards, which and Mrs.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Stackhouse, Arthur
resulted in a tie for honors by Mrs. Brown and Mel Smith as guests.
OF ROCKLAND
In the State of Maine at the Close of Business on December 31, 1951. Skoog and Ruth Haskell and Mrs.
Published In response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency, under Smith and Mrs. Helen Haskell.
Section 5211, U. S. Revised .statutes
Andrew Gilchrist and son "Mac”
xx a I D te
ASSETS
Mrs Herbert Conway, Lawrence
Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balance,
Oakes, Miss Muriel Oakes, W. C.
and cash items in process of collection ............................ $1,236,385.24
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed 2,616,195 63
Obligations of States and political subdivisions ..................... 343,361.31 thing which had won him his
Other bends, notes and debentures .......................................
77,308.75 medals and would never die. If my
Corporate stocks (including $11,250.00 stock of Federal Reserve
own uniform hadn’t been back in
bank i .....................................................................................
11,250.00 Maine, I would have put it on and
Loans and discounts .................. -............................................... 1,523,737.44
Bank premises owned $24,700.00, furniture and fixtures $4188.10
28,888.10 gone out and joined him—and if
<U.H
that is corny I'm from Iowa.
Total Assets ...........................................................................$5,837,126.47
G. H. Reed.
LIABILITIES
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corpora
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
tions .................................................... -.................... ............$2,403,364 45
Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations 2,658.253.43
of the
Deposits of United States Government ..................................
6,894.00
Deposits of States and political subdivisions ...........................
164.348 53
Deposits of Banks .......................................................................
129,691.20
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Other deposits (certified and cashier’s checks, etc.i
1,853.20
Total Deposits .................................................. $5,364,404.81
At Close of Business
Other liabilities ............................-.......................... ....................
6,918.75

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
December 31, 1951

Total Liabilities ................................................
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
♦ Capital Stock:
Common stock, total par $125.000 00
Surplus ...................................................................
Undivided profits ............................. -....................
Reserves ............................................................... -

Total Capital Accounts ........................ .........

. $5,371,323.56

RESOURCES
United States Government Securities ....................................... $2974,675.41

5,975.00
$ 125.000 00 Other Bonds and Stocks ...........................................................................................
. 250.000.00 Loans and Discounts .................................................................. 1,277,488.88
65.518.01 Cash on hand and on deposit .................................................... 1925,264.24
11,881.09
25.284.90 Due from Federal Reserve Bank .............................................
Bank Buildings and Furniture and Fixtures ........................
32,526.97
19,680.94
$ 465.80291 Other Assets ..............................................................................

$5,837,126.47
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts
Trust Investments
MEMORANDA
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for other
54.575.87
purposes
...................................... ...................................... $
27,749.10
Loans as shown above are after deduction of reserves of
LIABILITIES
State of Maine, County of Knox, ss:
........................................
I, Jos. Emery, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly Capital Stork
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and Surplus and Undivided Profits
Reserves, including Taxes, Interest, Unearned
belief,
Discount, Contingencies, etc.........................
JOS. EMERY, Cashier.
Deposits ............. ................... .................. . ........ „
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 4th day of January, 1952.
HARRY E. WILBUR, Notary Public, Other Liabilities .................................................
rceaii
Correct—Attest:
KENNEDY CRANE,
Trust Department
X
HAROLD S. LEACH.
WILLIAM D. TALBOT,
Directors.

$5,247,491.63
133989.16

reveal

that the

hated carp

of

southern and south western watere

• e • •

COOLLY

Landlord Nate's Seagoing Speech and

dinner reservations can be made.

I,

was introduced into Maine watere
in two different localities around

that time.
Not only that, but one George H.
M Barrett of Rockport, Me., was
the man who signed for, and at
tempted to introduce them in Knox
County waters.
It appears that at that time the
Government Fisheries were exper
imenting with Carp and they were
widely introduced into almost ev
ery State where they were not na
tive.
Fortunately for present day ang
lers in Maine, the plantings were
not successful.
Here are the words of Mr. Bar
rett’s report of the experimental
planting to the commission,—“I
received some Carp Nov. 19, 1880,
two inches long. The place I put
them in was frozen over with ice
two inches thick, and it was
so cold I think the fish were chilled,
though they were alive when I put
them in.
I never saw anything of them
afterwards and do not think there
was any chance for them to live,
as they were so small and it was so
cold. I would like to try it again.”
The place of the other introduc
tion was at New Gloucester in
Cumberland county with (thank
heavens) similar results.
These records are from an old
commissioners report which was
loaned me by Fred Batty, Sr., of
South Thomaston.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Edward Thorbjornsen, who has
been a patient at the Maine Gen
eral Hospital, Portland, has re
turned home.
Mr- and Mrs Craig White and
children have returned after sev
eral days visit with relatives at
Kingfleld.
Mr and Mrs Hartford Cook and
daughter returned Saturday from
New York where they have been
the guest of friends for the past
two weeks.

Newspapers, unpnnted. are avail
able at The Courier-Gazette at
small cost and are useful for a
number of household chores; might
also use them for figuring your in
come tax!
1*50
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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THE “SHOW IMHlVllU

GET FREE DODGE “SHOW DOWN

BOOK ON CAR VALUE
ere’s proof . . . free proof . . .
that the exciting new '52 Dodge makes
your monev worth more. We call it the
"Show Down" Way to judge car value.
You get straight facts, not fancy claims.
The “Show Down" Way lets you com
pare the '52 Dodge with cars costing hun
dreds of dollars more ... for roominess.

visibility, riding comfort, safety. It’s the
sensible way, the money-saving way,
to choose your next new car.
Clime in the first chance you get. See,
drive the new '52 Dodge. See . . . com
pare . . . discover . . . you could still pay
hundreds of dollars more for a car and
not get all this great new Dodge gives you.

nanyo Without
w iinovi Notice
iwoco
Specifications and Equipment Subject to Change

^W/DODOE-TINT SAFETY GLASS
Available now in the new '52 Dodge
. . . af substantially lower cost than
older type tint glass. Anti-glare and
anti-heat, new Dodge-Tint Safety Glass
adds to driving comfort, safety. Cuts
down glare of sun, snow and headlights
—reduces heat from sun rays 21%.
__________ ,

$5,381,480.79

$ 100,900.00
190,405.42
44,376.94
. 4,905,017.05
7.69222

$5,247,491.63
133.989.16 l
$5,381,480.79 1

52 DODGE

NOW

ON
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DISPLAY

NELSON BROTHERS - 515 Main Street, Rockland
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Gilbert New Kiwanis Club President

MR8 NANCY I COMPTON
Correspondent
Tel Camden 2050

.Nrwn and Social llenin. Notices and Advertiaementa ma; be sent
or telephoned to
MHc GLADYS CONDON, EKIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
The Extension Association will
meet Weclne lay at the home of
Mrs. Viola Littlefield. High street.
Each one take something to shor
ten or lengthen, and each one take
own dishes The subject is "Hem
line Trick.”
Mrs Lois Richards has returned
home from Knox Hospital.
At the January meeting of the
Thomaston Nurse Association, it
was voted to grant Mrs. William
Flint, the town nurse, a leave of
absence. For the next two weeks
Miss Hilda George. 18 Gleason
street. Thomaston, will take her
place. Miss George will be available week days from 8 a. m. to
5 p. m. and on Saturday morning
from 8 until noon She will not
answer calls on Saturday after- |
noons or Sunday, except for an
emergency call by a doctor. Miss
George's telephone number is 19-4
At this same meeting it was de
cided to have a food sale in Feb
ruary. to raise funds to meet the
expenses of the Association.
Ralph Harrigton of Bangor was
called here by the illness of his
brother Hollis Hirrington, who is
a patient at Knox Hospital.
Johnny Spear, son of Capt. C. W.
Spear. Gleason street, celebrated
his fourth birthday Friday by en
tertaining a few friends at his
home. Guests were: Paul Kevorjak. Paula and Deborah Chapman, I
Carol Gilli . Jimmie Strong. John
nie Burke, Scottie Howard, Susan
Lampinen, Kristin and Kippy Doe,
Linda Barlow Carl Shesler. Carol
Stone, Pamela Smith Games were
played and Johnnie Burke won the
prize for pinning the tail on the
donkey and Scottie Howard won
the booby prize. Decorations were
in keeping with New Year's.
Miss Lyle Ludwig. WAC. who is
stationed at Camp Lee, Va., is
spending a leave with her aunt and

NEWEST LAND BATTLESHIP

ROCKPORT

Pfc. Ronald S. Young formerly
of Rockport, returned Jan. 1. to the
Air Force Base in Texas, where he
is stationed as gunner on a B29.
after spending the holidays with
his mother and relatives in West
Warwick and Providence. R I His
address is Pfc Ronald S Young,
A. F. 11224831. Student Air Man.
Bn . 613. Randolph. APB. Randolph
Texas.

uncle Mr and Mrs. Ralph Jackson.
The Wed Co Club met Friday
night at the Baptist vestry, for a
supper at 6. with 21 present. Mem
bers present were: Mr and Mrs.
W-lter Chapman. Mr and Mrs.
Charles Starrett. Mr and Mrs.
Benjamin Smalley, Mr. and Mrs.
Victor Hills. Mr and Mrs Frank
Hallowell. Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Irvine, Mr
and Mrs. Vernon
Achorr. Mr and Mrs. Aaron
Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Strout,
Mr and Mrs. William Vinal. Mr.
and Mrs. and Mrs. Wilbert Harper.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Strong. Mr
and Mr Lewis Winchenpaw and
Mrs. Eleanor Chapman.
Orient Lodge F.A. M . will have
Fellowcraft degree and inspection,
tonight, with refreshments served
after the meeting.

Wesleyan Ouild will meet Jan.
16. at the home of Mrs. Beatrice
Richards Election of officers will
be held Co-hostesses for the eve
ning will be Mrs. Dorothy McPheters and Mrs .Carolyn Simi.
Fourth
Quarterly
Methodist
Church Conference will be held
Jan. 18. A covered dish supper will
be served by the Wesleyan Guild.
Mrs. Molly Davis and Mrs. Flora
Cenried left Friday to visit their
New officers and the installing officer of Roc .'.and Klwanlans. Left to right are Vice President children and visit Mexico during
Similar to Ceramics
11 McLoon. Secretary Arthur Lamb. Philip Annis of Dover-Foxcroft, the installing officer; President the Winter.
With the aid of special organic John
Osgood Gilbert and Vice President P. Willard Pease.
finishes, inexpensive plaster and
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joyce left
plastic castings are now made that
Osgood Gilbert was installed as
The annual report of the club,
Pearl Studley received a 15-year Friday morning for a six week trip
duplicate the attractive appearance
president of the Rockland Kiwanis made by Secretary Arthur Lamb. pin while Arthur Lamb has a rec to Florida They will visit with Dr.
of ceramics without the relatively
*
high production costs. Casts made Club Monday evening. The mstall- showed over $1,391 expended the ord of 11 years; Francis Orne. eight and Mrs Harry Marshall at Coral
from plaster and papier mache are ’ ing officer was Phillip Annis of past year for civic and charitable and Carl Stilphen and Almon Gables.
not as durable, naturally. They're Dover-Foxcroft who congratulated projects. Greatest single project of
Harborlight Chapter O.EB.. held
soft, porous and lack resistance to the club on its record of achieve the year was the raising of funds Young six each. Stuart Burgess re their annual election of officers
ceived a five year pin and Louis
impacts They can. however, ac ments for the past year.
for and the purchase of an iron
Tuesday night. Elected were: Worquire excellent surface hardness
Cook. Sidney Cullen and Henry
Gilbert
took
over
the
leadership
lung
which
is
ready
for
use
in
the
, thy Matron, Mrs Beatrice Rides;
and approximately as much impact
Marsh
one
year
pins.
Worthy Patron. Harvey Simonton;
resistance as can be expected in of the dub from Edwin Donovan area whenever needed.
Committees for the coming year
Associate matron. Mrs Nellie Lawordinary ceramics if they are prop of Camden who has led the organi
erly sealed and glazed with organic zation through several charitable were assigned by Gilbert with the
ton; Associate Patron, John Fen
thermosets.
and civic projects since he took of new president urging all members
wick; secretary, Mrs. Ora Burns;
fice a year ago.
to take an active part as in past
treasurer. Miss Marian Upham:
Car Coatings and Celluloid
Also inducted by Aftnis were Vice years to move the club still furth
conductress. Mrs Lillian Simon
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Cellulose nitrate, used in so many « Presidents John H McLoon and P er ahead in its civic and charitable
ton; Associate conductress, Mrs.
Every
Evening
at
8.00.
Matinee*
industrial finishes today, was dis
work.
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
Joan Lawton: Ada, Mrs. Alice Sim
covered in 1846. in Basle, Switzer Willard Pease.
Awards were made to members
The board of directors is com
onton; Ruth. Mrs. Vi Annis; Es
land It did not, however, find a
Tl'ES.-WED.-TIIL’RS.
ther, Mrs Elizabeth Simonton;
commercial use until Wesley Hyatt, prised of Francis D Orne whose who had established attendance
JANUARY 8-9-10
an American, produced celluloid term expires in 1952; George Brack i ecords at club dinners over the
Martha. Mrs Ivis Cripps. Electa,
Esther Williams. Howard Keel,
in 1868 from cellulose nitrate and ett, 1952; Howe Glover, 1953; Al years. Champions were Jed Rob
Red Skelton, Keenan Wynn.
Miss Betty Lawton; organist, Mrs.
camphor The next step forward in mon M. Young. 1953: Stuart C. Bur inson, George Brackett and Dr
Paula Raymond. Ann Miller
the use of cellulose nitrate came
in
gess. 1964; David Hodgkins, Jr., Lloyd Richardson who have not
only about 30 years ago when i:
“TEXAS CARNIVAL”
was introduced as an Ingredient n 1954 and James Pease and Sidney missed a meeting in the 16 years
— In Technicolor —
the club has been organized.
' L .Cullen. 1955.
automobile finishes

WALDO theatre

|b

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

Of These

100

Firs released pictui, of the nation's newest, biggest, hardest punching
tank, the giant T-13. With details blacked out against the setting sun
to aiegua.d military security, the huge land battleship looms against
the skyline at the Chrysler Delaware Tank Plant where it was built*
Designed hy Army Ordnance and Chrysler Corporation, this first pilo"
model rolled front the new tank plant only ten months from the date
when ground t as broken to build the plant at Newark, Delaware,

Vera Miller; Warder, Mrs. Kather
ine Pound; chaplain, Mrs. Doris I
Lovejoy; marshal. Mrs. Thelma
Haining Sentinel. Raymond Sim
onton; Finance Committee, Ray-j
mond Simonton, Mrs. Beatrice
Richards and Mrs. Margaret Fen
wick.
Harry Compton is having two
weeks vacation from his duties at
E. E Ingraham, Co
Mrs. Edith Welt was honored by
a family gathering Sunday to cele
brate her birthday. She was pre
sented with a purse of money.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Baldwin, Mr and Mrs. Mel
ville Welt and son Neil, Mrs. Grace
Hare, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Welt
and daughter Shirley. Mrs. Doro
thy Sprague and children Jean and
Ervin. Jr., and Mrs. Angie Tib
betts.
Neil Brown Jeft Thursday for
Palm Beach, Fla , where he has em
ployment for the Winter.
Mrs. Cora Upham was honored
Sunday with a family dinner to
celebrate her birthday. She received
gifts from the family. Those at
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Young and daughter Ruth, Mr and
Mrs Vernon Kinney and daughter
Janice and Miss Marion Upham.
There will be a concert Thursday
Jan. 11. at the Camden Methodist
Church. The combined choirs of
the Camden and Rockport Metho
dist Churches will sing and the
Camden's Men's Chorus

The Girl Scouts will meet Wed
nesday evening at the Baptist
Church A skating party will be
held at the Snow Bowl if the
weather is permitting, if not a reg
ular meeting will be held.

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
For packing shipments ol fragile
merchandise, nothing ls more prac
tical than old newspapers Bundles
10 cents and up at The CounerOarette
62*a«
HJZfHj'ZTc

GAME PARTY
Every Tuesday Night
Minimum Prize $2.50

SPECIAL GAMES
Two Cents a Card.
WILL1AMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 31
Thomaston Nat'l Bank Building
1-T-tf

TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY

Double Feature
HIT NO 1
Lf/

New Wool

BUY THE TIRES

BLANKETS

YOU NEED NOW

8 COLORS
ALL 84 x 62 MINIMUM

And Pay-as Little as
W It

WHILE

X'

THEY

LAST

BITLER CAR A
HOME SUPPLY
470 Main St.
Rockland. Me.
Tel. 671

For Home, Camp
For Your Car
Worth At Least $9.00

ms :. vJ

ECONOMY
Clothes Shop
Ik ROCKLAND
s

435 MAIN ST.

O

Camden Theatre
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
Walter Pidgeon, Ann Harding
Barry Sullivan in

“UNKNOWN MAN”

a

News — Tom and Jerry Cartoon

MONOGRAM

NOTE CHANGE IN PROGRAM
FOR WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
No matter where you go in the world you

group prejudice grow within our own families,

find some people who still judge other people

but that’s not enough. We must fight it wher

by their race, creed, or color. Silly? Yes, to

ever we find it. Realize it for the enemy it is

most of us, but this stupidity on the part of a

and put our strength against it.

few may endanger the safety of us all. Why?

Hunti Hall

6

__________ no
coisi
UEH JENKINS ■ GLORIA SAUNDERS ■ TIM RTA
tin IMS Meta IntMkMaka*> aw.na

HIT NO. 2

"Manon” Originally Scheduled Has Been
Cancelled In the Interest of Better Movies—
An Enjoyable Double Feature Replaces It.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

John Barrymore, Jr.

Joan Loring

Because there are those who would give their

Make sure that you are not spreading rumors

in

eyeteeth to see America divided into arguing

against a race or religion. Speak up, wherever

"THE BIG NIGHT"

factions—Labor against Management—Chris

you are, against prejudice and work for under

tian against Jew—White against Negro.

standing. Remember... Brotherhood is some

PLUS SECOND FEATURE

Dick Haymes
Nina Foch

Today more of us are wise to this little game

thing that makes freedom possible—and free

and we are careful not to let the cancer of

dom is a mighty valuable thing these days.

in

"ST. BENNY THE DIP"
Shows: 1.30—6.30—7.45

Accept or reject people
on their individual worth

Complete Shows:
2.W)—b.itt—H.00

Tu*a«y-Wtaiy-sa!ijrai^

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 8. 1962
Five Candidates

RlW*

Freshmen Discuss Teen-Age Problems

Will Be Voted Upon By the
B.P.W. Club Wednesday
Night
Sanford Delano. 8 year old son
The January meeting of the Al
of Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Delano, bert H. Newbert Association will be
Franklin street Is a surgical patient held Thursday night at Masonic
at Knox Hospital.
Temple Supper will be served at
6 30 with Mrs. Merle Hutchinson,
The Junior Women's Club meets Mrs. Wesley Knight, Mrs. Paul
tonight at 8 o’clock in the Bok Nur Seavey and Mrs Clara Curtis in
ses Home. Work will be done on charge Those not solicited please
their project for the year. Hostess- j contact Mrs. Merle Hutchinson
es will be Mrs. Gilberts Jordan,
Mrs Dorothy Todd. Mrs Charlotte■ The Methebesec Club meets Fri
Staples and Miss Priscilla Staples.1 day afternoon at 2 30 in the Farns
worth Museum. The program will
Mrs. Albert R Havener enter include three
papers; Arizona
tained THE Club Monday night Highways by Mrs. George Avery;
at her apartment on North Main Maine’s Blue Hill section by Miss
street. Prizes in auction were Ellen Cochran and From Quebec
awarded Mrs. Sherman Rokes, Mrs. Along the Gaspe by Mrs. Christy
E. C. Boody, Jr., Mrs Dan Paulitz Adams. Members are privileged to
and Mrs John M. Richardson. Mrs. invite guests.
Boody also won the traveling prize
Late lunch was served.
Mrs. Adele Lundell has returned
from Stuyvesant Town. New York
Mr. and Mrs Willard Fales and City, where she spent the holidays
her father, William A. Scavey, mo with her daughter, Mrs. Stanley
tored to Portland Thursday where Gerrard.
Mr. Seavey left by train for West I
Palm Beac h, Fla, Mr. and Mrs.' The Diligent Dames of the Con
Fales were overnight, guests of Mr. gregational Church meets in the
and Mrs Donald Cummings.
vestry, Thursday at 2.30 p m.;
_____
Mrs. Howard Proctor and Mrs.
Aleene Kaler. daughter of Mr Elizabeth Hahn, hostesses
and Mrs. Elmer Kaler, celebrated
her seventh birthday Saturday af
Mr. and Mrs. F Crockett Brown
ternoon with a party at her home of Newton. Mass , announce the
at 534 Old County Road. After Al engagement of their daughter. Miss
eene opened her many nice gifts Jean Helen Brown, to Lowell Un
games were played with prizes be derwood Hammett, son of Mr and
ing won by Scott Teeny, Laurel Mrs. Llewlyn U. Hammett of Quin
Smallwood, Karen Seavey and Glo cy, and Martha's Vineyard, Mass.
ria Noyes. Refreshments including Miss Brown is a graduate of
sandwiches, ice cream, punch and Chandler School for Women. Her
birthday cake were served. Each paternal grandmother is Mrs Fan
guest received favors of candy nie C. Brown of Thomaston and
baskets, balloons, paper hats, etc. Warren.
Invited guests were: Scott Teeny, ■
Susan Morse, Laurel Smallwood.
Walter R. Willey has returned
Karen Seavey,
Penelope Kaler, home after a week-end visit with
Elaine Merchant, Judy Hall, Glo his sister Mrs. G E. Umberhind.
ria Noyes. Donna Barter and Jan
Comity Circle
met Thursday
et and Jacquelyn Kaler.
night in the Universalist vestry for
a lobster stew supper with 56 mem
liillRo..1
bers and guests present. At the
business meeting which followed
STRIKINGLY
President Hugh Benner appointed
George L St Clair. Douglas Cooper
BEAUTIFUL
and Mrs. Raymond Perry as a nom
inating committee to present a
slate of officers for the coming
year. He also appointed as a supper
committee for the Feb. 7, meeting
Dr. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe,
with Mrs Lowe as chairman, Mrs.
Carl Freeman, Mrs M E. Wotton,
Douglas Cooper and Miss Virginia
Stickney and program committee.
Mr. and Mrs. William Talbot, Mr.
—Your hair after our skilled
and Mrs Wilbur Senter and Mrs.
operators have given it one of
W B Berry. Following the business
our lasting permanents in a
style most becoming to your fa
meeting a musical program was
cial contours and your person
presented: Mrs. Dana Newman pi
ality.
ano solos. Waltz in E minor and
Permanents $5. to $15. Vienese Waltz; Monologue and
song Waiting at the Church, Miss
Greta Nelson.
accompanied by
Hugh Benner at the piano; When
I Write My Love Song and Glow
tleien Oldia Knight, Prop.
Worm, piano selections by Hugh
TEL. 142
Benner and Paul Snow, tenor, sang
375 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
several selections including Because
Make it a point to drop in at
Of You, Night And Day, and This
this friendly Barber Shop for Nearly Was Mine, from South Pa
vour grooming needs.
cific.

SEES DWINDLING SUPPORT
Civic League Man Tells W.C.T.U. Why
Aggressive Action Is Impossible

The Business and Professional
Women’s Club will meet Wednesday
night at 7 30 in the Music Room of
the Farnsworth Museum.
The business session will consist
of many important matters to be
discussed by the club, and five can
didates are to be voted upon.
An Emblem Playlet will be pre
sented. explaining the symbols of
the Business and Professional
Women's Club. The following mem
bers will participate: Lyda 'Oonia,
Katherine Veazie. Dora Leo. Arlene
Williams. Camilla Donlon, Helvi
Hamalainen.
The initiation ceremony will be
given for new members

The W.C.T.U. met Friday at the*home of Mrs. Eula Genish.
Engaged In N. H.
Subject of the program was Our
Legislative Work, with Paul K.
Setwart. Superintendent of the
Maine Christian
Civic League,
guest speaker.
Mr. Stewart spoke on the increas
ing menace of the liquor associat.ons Regarding the bill for uni
versal military training, before it
was past, a commission of five out
standing men. made recommenda
tions for the protection of youths
going into the training camps, with
limitations regarding the use and
Opportunity Class
sale of alcoholic beverages to Army
officers, and other restrictions that
Hears Report Of Christmas
did much to ease the minds of par
Time Activities—Next
ents These reccommendations were
Meeting Feb. 7
Persons attending the meeting of the Junior-Senior Parent Teachers As o .ation meeting last etening made an ammendment to the U.
were entertained by a group of Freshmen from Mrs. Gatcombe’s English class. They held a panel dis M T bill as past
Opportunity Class of the First cussion on "Teen-Age Problems" under the direction of Mrs. Gatcombe. Participating were seated, left to
Now. howev er since the law was
Baptist Church held the first meet right above: Miriam Mosher. Joan Human. Rettv Porter, and Judy Hudson. Standing are. Richard Von past, there has been much weak
Dolen.
William
Martel.
Edward
Hansen,
David
Pendleton
and
Helen
Priest.
ing of the new year Thursday night
Miss Louise E. Ulmer
ness In upholding it, especially len
at the home of Mrs. Bernice Leach
ient
towards
the
air
corp.
The
li

there they joined by Orman Good
Mr. and Mrs Alden H. Ulmer, Jr.,
Masonic street. There were 22
quor interests claim a victory in
win. Jr. and attended the Icecaof 495 Merrimac street. Manchest
members and one guest present.
getting these
reccommendations
CAMDEN
pades.
er. N H , formerly of Rockland, an
Mrs. Lillian Joyce and Mrs. Alice
weakened—but it is a setback to
Miss
Kathleen
Dorlty
returned
to
MRS.
HELEN
M.
RICH
nounce the engagement of their
Mank were reported ill. Twentyparents
who
were
promised
protec

Correspondent
Husson College after spending the
daughter Louise Elizabeth to Chris
six Good Cheer baskets delivered to
Telephone 2214
tion for their youths in the train
holidays at home.
tian Toli, son of Mr and Mrs. Jo
appreciative folks at Christmas
ing camps.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Daniel
Young
have
seph Toll, 514 Rockland avenue,
time: 30 calls were made during the
By
the
power
of
big
money
and
Manchester.
Mrs John Beach of Monroe, N moved to Augusta where they will
past month on sick or shut-in mem
big business the liquor Interests are
Y., is guest of her daughter and make their future home
Miss Ulmer has been employed
bers.
getting
a
strangle
hold
on
all
the
Albert Bennett, Jr., Parker Laite,
for the past two years as stenog
A card, signed by all present, was son-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Edward
political
issues,
even
to
the
extent
Lawrence Sparta, have returned to
rapher-clerk in the advertising de
sent to Mrs Cora Richards, 1809 Dearborn.
of preventing "free speech " On the
partment of the Public Service
West Cullerton road, Chicago, Ill.
Mr and Mrs. Karl Leighton spent :he Maritime Academy at Castine
radio,
those
speaking
for
the
Chris

after spending the holidays with
Company. She is a Rockland High
Mrs. Richards is with her daughter, two days in Portland recently.
tian
Services
are
banned
the
use
their parents.
School graduate in the class of '49.
Mrs T Dewboski, who is seriously
Mrs .Emerson Rawley is confined
of the air ways if they speak on
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
Mr Toli attended Goffstown
ill.
to her home by illness.
any
controversal
subject,
such
as
meet Wednesday night for their
High School, Goffstown. N. H., and
The next meeting will be held
Kenneth Boody has returned to regular meeting.
drinxing
or
prohibition.
Following the
served three years with the Navy.
Feb 7, at the Beech street home of Boston where he will join the ship
The voice of the church and of
meeting
there
will
be
rehearsal of
He is now associated with his fa
Mrs Maude Tibbetts. Marion Llnd- SB. So. Nashville He has been
all
Drys
is
being
silenced
There
has
ther in the grocery business.
sel, Nellie Magune and Alice Mc spending the last month with his the degree staff.
been a great increase in the use of
Miss Bubbles Rich a senior, and
A Summer wedding is planned.
Troop 10. Girl Scouts with Mrs. alcoholic beverages, sales for the
Intosh will be assisting hostesses, family.
Miss Mary Kelleher a freshman,
and Ethel Colburn will be In charge
Alan Hatch spent the week-end have returned to Smith College af Kathleen Harriman and Mrs Le last fiscal year have reached over
ona Whitehall as leaders, held its
of the program.
ORFF’S CORNER
in Portland.
ter spending the holidays at home regular meeting at the Bok Nurses 9 billions while all church gifts
Refreshments were served by ElJohn Loungeway returned to He
have
been
one
billion.
300
million.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Herman Hall of
Miss Jean Speranzo of Melrose, Home, between the hours of 7-8
va Johnson., Alice Kaler and Ber bron Academy after spending the
tnere are more than twice as many Rockland were business callers in
Mass
.
and
Philip
Pendleton
of
Ohio
nice Leach.
holidays with his father, Rev State College, were recent guests p. m These girl scouts are 8th taverns as churches. A great in- this place Wednesday,
grade students, and they have ta crease in accidents involving drunkF. J. Loungeway.
Mr and Mrs Prank Jackson 0(
of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
The young people of the First
Mrs Richard Thomas and Mrs Pendleton They were entertained ken the hospital as a work project en driving, where many innocent South Waldoboro were callers at
one meeting night a month, and
Baptist Church had a social eve Clarence Waterman were hostess
people suffer the consequence.
Will Jackson’s Tuesday.
ning at the church Friday night. es at a double stork shower for Mrs Sunday evening bv Miss Gertrude during this time they make medi
In the recent criminal investigaMr. and Mrs Cecil 'Keene were
Heal.
cine cups; roll string in balls; and tions the liquor interests were able Sundav callers of Rev. and Mrs.
Instead of the usual games for the Charles Gross and Mrs. Frank
count safety pins in groups of a to repress any incriminating evi- RaymOnd Hart at Togus.
whole group, many individual Leonard, Friday night at the home
Cat Plaything
dozen. The girls who attended the
games were provided, and all en of Mrs Paul Millington. Deliciou.
dence against them.
Miss Mary Lou Gray of Hallowell
"Plaything for Cats" is the title
joyed those of their own choice. A refreshments of sandwiches ,cake of an invention listed in the Official "work meeting ’ were Beatrice Har
We are not mad enough about Spenj Monday with Mrs Raymond
brief song period was conducted and coffee were served. Those pre Gazette of the Patent Office, Febru vey, Sandra Harvey. Ruth William these conditions, it is time honest Hutchins
by Donald Taylor, and John sent were: Mrs. Lloyd Richardson, ary 6, 1951. The inventor is Harold son. Harriet Levco, Connie Gray, and decent people got up and loud
Raymond Jackson, Jr„ and Rod
Blackman gave a short inspira Mrs. Melvin Dorr, Mrs. Richard L. Winsor. East St. Louis. Ill. The Helen Hart. Rosalie Halligan, Bar ly protested these strangle hold
ney Jackson of the USS. Missouri
tional message The committee in Meservey, Mrs. Fritz Imboff. Mrs. device is described as a "freely ro bara Whitehill. Patricia Yorke, tactics of the liquor interests.
have returned to Virginia after a
charge was Richard Paulsen, Al Fred Haining. Mrs. Archie Bailey, tatable transparent tube adapted to Patricia Kent, Joyce Black. Sylvia
There are some towns in our visit of several days with their parreceive the cats." Inside the tube
bert Mills, and Mrs. Leona Woos Mrs. Lawrence Hopkins, Mrs. l^Iovd are suspended objects which the Mackie.
midst where the people are being ents
—KCGH—
ter. Others attending were Alice Thomas, Mrs. Louis Arau, Mrs Vir cat can cuff and box around. The
aroused because of the moral delinMrs Leland Vannah and Miss
Kinney. Celia Herrick. Charlotte gil Jackson, Mrs. Charles Dean, keglike tube rolls as the cat ma Charlotte Dean and Ann Ludwig quence among their young people, Carolyn Vannah have returned to
Cook. Carol Elwell, Mildred Cope- j Mrs, Richard Moody. Mrs. Norman neuvers. People are said to have High School students, have been and seek to do away with all sales Plymouth, Mass. after spending the
land. Betty Richardson. Aggie Bickford. Mrs Theodore Moody, even more fun with the plaything for working in the Laboratory Depart of liquor at next local option elec- holidays w)th relatives here.
Copeland, Janice Stanley, Jane Mrs. Percy Hopkins, Mrs Alton cats than does pussy, observes Na ment from 3 to 5 Monday, Tuesday,
tlonHn. A bert Elwell and Miss
tional Patent Council.
Pendleton from Warren. Mr. and Horton, Mrs. Albert Horton, Jr.,
Wednesday and Friday afternoon,
Regarding the bill, to prohibit Elizabeth Elwell were callers Mon
Mrs Sumner Philbrook. Mr. and Mrs. Oren Smart. Mrs. Kenneth
the girls alternate, so one of them harness racing at night, passed by day at tde dome 0< yjr and Mrs.
Tree Farms
Mrs. Laurel Shaw. Rev. and Mrs. Herrick, Mrs. Chester Hansen. Mrs.
In 1950, 33% of the industrial (or works every afternoon as listed.
:he late legislature, when it came Melville Davis at Dutch Neck,
J
Charles MacDonald, Alfred | Jean Lammi, Mrs. Howard Rollins, cst land of the West Coast regioi
—KCGH—
ip in court, the proponents said
Mrs. Wallace Prock and Mrs. Will
Young, Richard VonDohlen, Rob Miss Gertrude Heal and Miss Fran was certified as TREE FARMS
The Registered Nurses Club will they were trying to educate the jacksnn attended an Extension Asert Merriam. Dana Merrill, and ces Dailey.
meet Jan. 22 the fourth Tuesday, people on the ethics of running race sccja* ion training class in Rockland
Tractors
from Thomaston
Sylvia and
Miss Bebe Leonard, Miss Carole
Mon 'Tian a million tractors are at 8 p. m . at the Bok Nurses Home. 'rack betting. They get on their on Tuesday.
Elaine Harjula, Mary Graves. Thomas and Kenneth Hardy mo
in use in the cotton-producing Officers for the coming year will i commissions persons in positions of
Lee Peacock has returned to Wor
Patty Robinson, Julia Wadsworth, tored to Boston Friday. While states
be elected. All Registered Nurses influence, to such an extent any cester. Mass., where he is a student
Polly Keizer, and Fern Harriman.
are cordially invited to attend. one running for office has to have at Clark University.
A complete selection of Sheet
Mrs. Chisholm, R. N., will be in the approval of the gambling
Several from this place attended
For a small inexpensive sct&dMusic as well as records in all the
charge of the business meeting.
heads.
the Watch Night service ate the
book,
you
might
use
several
sections
popular sizes can be found at The
—KCGH—
Dwindling support of civic and North Waldoboro Church reporting
Roger Knight, Prop.
Melody Shop. 11 »rk street. Have of unprinted newspaper which The
The R. N. Club have earned al Christian organizations make im a fine service.
477 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
you visited this modern shop?. Tel Courier-Gazette has for sale at
most the amount needed to remodel possible the carrying out of a
Expert adjustment of
The broadcast on Saturday from
a very modest price.
123*156
4*lt
the Nurses Station on Floor 1. The strong aggressive action. Yet being WRDO was in charge of Mrs.
tension unit, bobbin winder,
money has been earned through hard put we were able to get some George Emery substituting for Rev.
projects such as card parties; rum I legislative action at the last session Emery who is ill. Sunday services
bobbin case, stitch!
mage sales during the past four or and am hopeful that much more at the Methodist church were can
STARTING
! five months. It Is hoped that short- can be achieved at the next legis celled due to the pastor being unCleaning and adjustment
i ly the balance will be raised so that lature.
i able to attend.
WEDNESDAY
the work can be started. Mrs. Pris i At the open forum Mr. Stewart
of knee control, feed
cilla Sukeforth, R. N . Head Nurse answered many questions regarding | Happiness is the legitimate
mechanism, electric wiring!
on Floor 1 has been the chairman candidates for office and political fruitage of love and service—Ar| thur Hardy.
of these many projects and hopes action in the state.
Complete oiling, plus—an of
Refreshments were served by the
soon to have this unit, the duty sta
THE SALE YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR—
tion, enlarged to give the Nurses hostess assisted by Mrs. Emma Hill. '
sewing machine oil, p/us—
DRASTIC REDUCTIONS IN THE PRICES OF OUR
more room when they have to write
SHEET MUSIC
REGULAR QUALITY CLOTHING
, City; Mrs. Florence Cassidy, Owl's I
; their patients charts.
package of 3 needles!
LATEST TOP HITS
—KCGH—
Head; Harry Sullivan, Thomaston; |
Start the New Year off with A New Suit and TopcoatAdmissions: Mrs. Elizabeth Mil Karen Ann Marks. Thomaston;
STATE
NEWS CO.
All this for just one dollar!
118-T-tf I
ler. City; Mrs. Wilberta Copp. City; Mrs Ruth Luce, City; Mrs. Adelma
You Can’t Afford Not To At These Prices!
Mrs Ann Wallace. Thomaston; Lind and baby boy. City,
Yes, indeed—because we re
Mrs Cynthia Wass. Glen Cove;
MEN'S SUITS REDUCED!
Mrs Lillian Rackliff, Spruce Head;
authorized Necchi dealers—
Master Sanford Delano, City; Mrs.
All Wool Worsteds, Gabardines.
because we know sewing
Winifred Percy. Port Clyde; Law
Young Men's and Conservative Models.
WHERE FOLKS FROM MAINE ARE
rence Howard, Warren; Mrs. Sybil
machines inside and out —
Mills. Thomaston; Miss Janice
$34.98
MADE TO FEEL AT HOME . ■
Koster. City; Andoms Cokinis, City;
Reg. to 49.50 .....................................
we’re fully equipped to
Mrs Ruth Luce, City.
$44.98
re-condition your machine,
Discharged: Mrs Miriam Cline,
Reg. to 65.00 .....................................
Spruce Head; Alfred Plourd, City;
whatever its age or make!
Karl French, City; Andonis Cokinis,
REDUCTIONS IN SPORT COATS

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON

KNIGHT’S
BARBER SHOP

your sewing machine serviced

SUIT CLEARANCE

So phone today and

TOP COAT SALE
All Wool Gabardines, Harris Tweeds, Cpverts.

Many with Removable Linings

Reg. to 45.00 .............................. . ........

tell us when to call.
For really dependable service,
always look for this sign;

Reg. to 55.00 ..........................................

Reg. to 65.00 ..........
OUR TAILOR SHOP
AT YOUR SERVICE

OFFINS
MENS

AND

EOYS

CLOTHING

FlPNiSHINGS SHOfc AND UNIFORMS
■ 3*9 MAIN ST ’POCK'AND ME

KKNOAIU
PMfTme
SUMCt

V

(.J* HUAU
Manager

Produced Promptly

Drop Us a Card and Our
Representative Will Call During
the Week of January 7th.

on our

Automatic Press
No Job Too Big

Hefei from
$3 50 Single
$5 00 Double
Circle 6-3100

Cfl
HOTEL,

Come In and Watch It Work

SEWING MACHINE CENTER

The Courier-Gazette

DIAL 4-6752
22 PREBLE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
_____
i-5

RICHARD P LUFKIN, Supt.
PHONE 770, ROCKLAND, ME.

Job Printing Department

on BROADWAY

AT 54th STREET

Ideal accommodation* for 500 guests.
Private baths, pressure showers

and radio. Television, tool
6Jf.Ceedi«le«ed Ceekleil
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THOMASTON SCRAPBOOK
A List Of the Town's Selectmen Brought
To Date By F. L. S. Morse

CIVIL DEFENSE

Life On A Bus

thi

THE PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIES

“Uncle Eph’’ On a Trip To
the City, Describes It To
the Letter

New Hampshire Voters Go To the Polls
March 11, Minnesota March 18

Dear Mr Editor:

You haven't seen me around
lately 'cause I been busier'n than
Selectmen Of Thomaston
Brooks, Jr . Elbridge D Graf
1901 S. J. Starrett W E Vinal, E.
ton.
a one-eyed mouse, in a cheese fac
11947 William C. Brooks. Jr.. Elbridge
A. McNamara
PUBLIC SAFETY tory; What with all of this hustle1902 W E Vinal, E A McNamara,
D. Grafton. Robert K Mayo.
bustle of a wartime world, and
F. B. Hills.
| 1948 Elbridge D Grafton. Robert
such, I haven't had much time for
At
Pearl
Harbor,
ten
years
ago
K Mayo, William C. Brooks. Jr.
1903 Same board
his December 7th, the quiet, rest ruminating.
1904 William E Vinal. Frank B 1949 Robert K Mayo. William C. arid
peace of a Sunday morning was
A while ago I thought I'd go to
Hills, Charles A. Creighton.
Brooks. Bowdoin L. Grafton. assaulted oy the terrifying drones
to
visit my kinfolk in the Big City
1905 Frank B Hills. William L 1950 William C. Brooks, Jr., Harold of enemy bombers and the fury of
P Richardson, one year, Bow high explosive bombs. Unannounced, —so I get out the old carpet-bag,
Catland, Charles A. Creighton.
unexpected, the United States was and astride of that Magic Carpet,
doin L. Grafton. Fred Burn suddenly at war.
1906 Frank B Hills. William L. Catand most anything could happen—
ham. two years. Albert B El
land. T. Watson Dunn.
At that time the pattern for tu
tor* aggressors was established: and it did! I never see so many
liot, three years.
1907-Satne board.
people going no place in all my
1951 Bowdoin L Grafton, Fred Surprise Attack1 • •
1908 Same board
borned daysl Them bus-cars was
Burnham, one year; Albert B
1909 Same board.
In late Octooer, 1947. Maine resi
1910 Frank B. Hills. Charles H Elliot, two years. Harold B Rich dents were alarmed to find great crowded to its doors, and more
ardson, Robert MacParland, portions of their state ablaze In a roosting in the gallery.
Cushing. Richard O Elliot.
chain of forest fires, accentuated
I was mighty worried for fear
three years.
1911 Same board.
and made more dangerous by a I'd overshoot my goal, and I asked
1912 Frank B Hills. Charles H
~immer-lon< drought.
• • •
a nice friendly looking cop at the
Cushing idied May 14>, Rich
Studying
Scallops
In 1919. tlie President of the Unit station, when the bus would be
ard E. Dunn. Richard O Elliot
ed States announced that a ooten- along. He says: “Oh, taint in yet—
1913 Frank B. Hills. Richard O.
enemy of our country was
Elliot, Richard E. Dunn.
Maine Scientists Are En 'ia,
known to have the atomic bomb, as be along bum-by.” So I stand and
keep my eyes on every dratted
1914 William E Vinal. R E. Dunn,
well as the planes to deliver lt.
deavoring To Learn the
truck that came along. I'm getting
William L. Catland.
Bivalves
’
Habits
These three events, separated by
1915 George L. Crockett. R. W
years and thousands of miles In awful uneasy in that swirling mill
Walsh. E. L. Montgomery
Until recent years very little has fluenced the legislature of the State ing mob—and I ease over to that
1916 C A Creighton. O T Sumner, been known, of a scientific nature, of Maine to establish, in 1949, the safe-looking cop, and say, kind of
r'ittce oi Maine Civil Defense and easy like: "Mister Cop—are you
R O Elliot
about the Maine scallop—its rate Public Safety
1917 Richard O Elliot, John E of growth and migrations es
This newspaper, as a public ser sure that there bus-car aint gone
Shrader, Osborn T. Sumner. pecially. As the consumer demand vice atio in cooperation with the a galloping by us, has it?" And he
1918 William J. Tobey, J. E. for this delicious shellfish exceeds Maine Office of Civil Defense and says, all nice and calm like he'd
Public Safety will bring to Its read
Shrader, J Herbert Everett.
the supply the Maine Department ers a senes of weekly articles de been catching busses all hls lift,
1919 William J Tobey. J E. Watts, of Sea and Shore Fisheries has in signed to emphasize the importance with his eyes shut: "No-o-oo. I
James D Studley.
operation an extensive scallop tag of a strong, well-organized fully- haven’t noticed it yet have you?"
1920 William J. Tobey, W. H. Sim ging program to gather informa manned Civil Defense structure in Jimmy crickets! My eyes popped
our state
mons. W P. Strong.
tion which may be used to in
II you take an active part in the open like I was having a electric
192! William J. Tobey, C. A. Creigh
crease the fishery as well as pro Civil Defense and Public Safety pro- shock! Because I thought the cop
ton. E. P. Keating.
Tam. vou may assist in the saving was watching the dura bus for me!
duction.
of life and property perhaps your
1922 Edward P Keating. Ellis G
I'm looking in all directions at
. Under the direction of Fred awn! Read these articles to learn
Copeland, Elmus A Morse
once—and pretty soon I see one
Baird, department marine biologist, the oart vov
'•bv!
1923 Same board
leading by a nose. "Oh!” said I,
nine scallop fishing areas have
1924 B. H. Copeland, C. E. John
giving a terrific yank on the ter
been surveyed and more than 2000
son, W B Willey.
Lodgepole Pine
rified cop's arm, "Ain't that the
of the shellfish tagged in the past
1925 B H Copeland, three years,
bus I'm supposed to take?” After
two years. Although the experi
W. B. Willey, two years, C. J.
the cop had been revived, he says:
ment is comparatively new a great
Elliot, one year
"Did you want to take the bus?”
deal of important information con
1926 Arthur J. Elliot, three years,
cerning the shelflsh have been
And I sadly said: "No—I don't
B. H. Copeland, two years, W.B.
gathered which may be useful in
want to, but I have to—to get
Wilbur, one year.
increasing the number of scallops
where I am going."
1927 Edward P Keating, three
Well sir, I get on that bus-car,
years, Arthur J. Elliot, two caught along the Maine coast.
To
conduct
the
survey
the
de

and
we start in some direction, I
years, B H. Copeland, one
partment patrol craft the "Ex
had no idea where, and after
year.
standing hanging from the rafters,
1928 Maynard Spear, three years. plorer” skippered by Capt. Thurand being jounced and jostled for
Edward P. Keating, two years. low Fanner, has been used for the
dragging operation. Most of the
half an hour or more, I didn't care
Arthur J. Elliot, one year.
where, either. I reckon.
1929 Edward P. Keating, one year, experimental drags have been made
Al
At every corner and curb, a
Joseph L. Paquin, two years, in the Penobscot Bay area
sweet young thing appeared and
Rodney E. Jordan, three years. though many other areas have been
the contrary little Things couldn’t
1930 Joseph L. Paquin, one year, surveyed few were found to have
decide whether to hoist a storm
Rodney E. Jordan, two years, the shellfish in commercial quan
tities. Most of these surveys were
signal, or just wave bye-bye to the
Arthur J Elliot, one year.
made at the request of local fisher
driver. So when they finally did
©Notional Wildlife Federation
A Word of Explanation
men.
reach a sudden armistice, they’d
In 1925 the town voted to elect
Lodgepole Pine
To keep the survey in operation
stick up a littel paw, and the dri
three selectmen, one for three years, Commissioner Robert Dow and
From Alaska to Lower Califor ver would stop so short that it
one for two years, and one for one
biologist Baird are requesting nia, the most common cone-bearing would get jRjur liver or spleen disyear. Each year thereafter as a
Maine scallop draggers to keep tree is the tall, straight Lodgepole ontangled from the other fellow's
member of the board finished his
watch for the tagged shellfish and Pine. It thrives from the Pacific elbow. (It realyy didn't matter
term, some one was elected to the
to turn over the tag to their local coast inland to the eastern slopes which, because It left you with that
board for three years. It would
coastal warden or to send them of the Rocky Mountains.
Ruffled feeling anyway!)
seem that for a few years, a chair
direct to the department experi
And one of them times the driv
Wherever trees will grow in this
man was ilected by the board. Later
mental station at Boothbay Har region, the Lodgepole Pine is er stopped before he made up his
the member who was finishing his
bor With the tag and shell Baird likely to be found. It grows from mind whether the eternal female
his term was chairman.
also would like information on the sea level to altitudes of 9.000 to was saying halt or farewell—and
The names and terms as seen
location where the scallop was 11,000 feet. It is at its best in the such was the concussion that a
above are as they appeared in the
taken, the date caught, the total Sierra Nevadas, where the moun lady's entire A&P day’s shopping,
Town Reports up to 1930.
taken on the
tains stand 8.000 to 9.500 feet above shot from the rear end of the car,
In the list of those serving from gallonage of scallops
eved and any
day
the
tag
was
retr
including some hotdogs, which
1930 to 1950, no length of term
sea level.
will be given, it being understood other pertinent data.
Some trees need plenty of room nabbed the driver on the calf, and
the
en
during
The tag is easily se
draped themselves, none too grace
that the first given is the one fin
at- in which to rise and spread their
It is
fully, over the reams of twilight
ishing his term and acting as shucking operation.
branches.
But
according
to
the
tached by stainless steel wire to National Wildlife Federation, this paper, ketchup, Dominoes, tomatochairman that year.
is
and
1931 Rodney E. Jordan, Arthur J. the hinge of the shell
is not true of the Lodgepole Pine, j soup and a cellophane bag of
colored white on one side and red
Elliot. Edward P Keating.
It flourishes in dense 6tands. where beans—which didn't burst! 'Twas
on
the
other.
Each
tag
carries
a
1932 Arthur J. Elliot, Edward P
each tree becomes tall and slender. better than any game of bean-bag
Keating, Charles H. Woodcock. number which identifies it with the Only on the Pacific Coast does it' I ever saw, when the entire crew
1933 Edward P. Keating, Charles area in which it was planted dur often remain a low tree with many j started picking up the strayed gro-!
H. Woodcock, William T. ing the survey.
forked branches from the ground ceries! (And the sweet young thing
In order to kep fishermen in- i
Smith.
rode a couple of blocks too!)
up.
1934 Charles H. Woodcock, William formed on the areas in which tags , In the mountains ,the average
But I was still a-worrying for
T. Smith. Edward P Keating, may be expected Baird lists the Lodgepole Pine may grow to be 150 fear I'd ride right through to Tunfollowing areas. The Harrington
died Nov. 9, 1934
feet tall and from six to 12 inches buccto, or some other such place—
1935 William T. Smith, Fred Fer- River in Washington County and in diameter. Here and there are a and I didn't dast to ask the dri
Southwest
Harbor;
in
Penobscot
,
nald, Hiram B. Libby.
few giants which measure three ver, as I had the cop, for fear he
1936 Fred Fernald. Hiram B Libby, Bay is the Naval trial course, the
would pass out too. But I finally
area between Turtle Head and feet or more in thickness.
Alfred M. Strout.
rolled alia my courage into a little
At
the
top
of
the
erect
trunk
are
1937 Hiram B Libby, Alfred M. Sears Island, the area around Cas- j
branches which form the shape of j ball, and weakly asked: “Where
tine
and
Dices
Head,
the
northern
6trout, Fred H. Fernald.
a spire. The tree's needless, grow- I does this bus stop, please?” and
1938 Alfred M. Strout, Fred H. end of North Haven Island, Fish
ing in clusters of two, are one to j the hale and hearty driver roared
ermen’s Island and Dix Island.
Fernald, Robert H. Libby.
three inches long and about an “At the Bust Stop!” O-o-oh—How
In
1950
Maine
fishermen
caught
1939 Fred H. Fernald, Robert H.
eighth
of an inch in diameter. I wished I was at the bus-stop look
more than 500,000 pounds of seal- [
Libby, Rodney E. Jordan.
They are yellow-green, giving the ing for the bus—instead of one the
1940 Robert H. Libby, Rodney E. lops valued at $215,725.
bus—looking for the stop!”
tree a light appearance.
—
Jordan, Alfred M. Strout.
Well, I opines you learn as you
Cones
of
the
Lodgepole
Pine
are
For health and the constant en- i
1944 Rodney E. Jordan. Alfred M.
live—and you also have to live
joyment of life, give me a keen egg-shaped and no more than two
Strout, Robert H. Libby.
while your learning—so in a couple
1942 Alfred M. Strout, Robert H. and ever present sense of humor; inches long. Covered with prickly,
more days—after a dubious recov
it is the next best thing to an abid scales, the cones sometimes remain
Libby, Rodney E Jordan.
ery from my recent This encounter
1943 Robert Mayo, R. E. Jordan, ing faith in providence—George B. tightly closed for many years.
—that I am struck with the Christ
Though
seeds
may
stay
within
a
J
Donald P. Whitney.
Cheever.
cone for as long as 20 years, they mas shopping fever, and might as
1944 Rodney E. Jordan, Donald P.
True happiness renders men kind are still good at the end of that well see all the cities while I am
Whitney, Robert K Mayo.
1945 Donald P. Whitney, Robert K and sensible; and that happiness is time. The seeds are so tiny that it in a knot of them. So I most break
shared with
others.— would take 100.000 of them to weigh a leg getting up to the corner
Mayo. William C. Brooks, Jr. always
where the bus for the next city
1946 Robert K. Mayo, William C. Charles Montesquieu
a pound.
The wood of the Lodgepole Pine stopped—only to find it had come:
and gone, early! So the next
! does not make fine lumber, but it j
has many uses. The trees also
GOING TO
yield pulywood, fuel, and coarse |
lumber.
Like all trees, Lodgepole Pines
protect the soil and keep it from
washing away. They are especially
if YOU GET personal attention.
valuable for this purpose, because
CASH YOU GET
★ YOU GET prompt service.
they so often stand where no
Monthly
if YOU GET a payment date to
$600
$400
other trees will grow.
• Goroge facilities available
fit your payday.
They are trees which have • Airport bos stops at oor door
$46.70
$31.13
15 Mos.
It’s “yes” to 4 out of 5 em
served man for a long time. Many • Grand Central and Pennsylvania
ployed men. women at
18 Mas.
26.68
40.02
Come in, write, or phone today!
Stations are convenient
years ago, says the National Wild
Above payments cover everything!
locnj of other amounts, or for other
life Federation it was found that Completely Modernized ond Redecorated
Loans $1000 and loss
periods, ore in proportion. (Me. A)
the straight trunks made good
BffNjtOTIL
tent and lodge poles. Ever since
-j
uses to bay rrr~Sban
then, the tree has been known as
J
FINANCE CO.
the Lodgepole Pine.
OF MAINE
Interesting information on other
PLAZA^
2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL SLOG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
wildlife species may be obtained by
Phone: T133
•
Phillip Campbell, YES MANooer
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
writing to the National Wildlife I
LEXINGTON AVI I
Imm made te residents of all surrounding teens
Federation, Washington, 10, D. O. I
at SOHi Street

tVtomal

huMay-Thuridiy-laturtby _ +

The Presidential Primary, is at | Between March 11 and June 3.
tracting new attention as 1952 ap ! Republicans and Democrats will
proaches. chiefly because It gives elect about half of their national
a big tip-off on Gen. Eisenhower’s convention delegates by the pri
mary method—the Republicans 590
intentions.
I March 11, New Hampshire voters out of 1199 and the Democrats 570
will go to the polls to express their out of 1234. The remaining 32
preferences for Presidential nom states pick their delegates through
inees and select delegates to na state conventions, or in a few in
★ ORGANIZED voice of farmers
tional conventions Fifteen other stances by state party committees.
states will hold Presidential pri State committees have the option—
A FORUM FOR LOCAL DISCUSSION
maries later.
rarely used—of holding primaries
★ SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES
Both Republican and Democrat In Alabama Arkansas and Georgia
A for community betterment
After New Hampshire, the next
supporters of Eisenhower are plan
ning to file petitions to put the Presidential primary comes in Min
General's name on their parties' nesota March 18, Up to now, Min
ballot. These petitions must be filed nesota has used the convention
by Jan. 30. Then Eisenhower would method.
Until filing deadlines come along
have 10 days to clarify the situa
tion—say by withdrawing his name —the first next month—there can
>e no definite entries of candidates.
from one of the ballots.
Laws in the 16 States that use On the Democratic side, the names
I Presidential primaries are confus of President Truman and Senator
ingly varied and sometimes am Kefauver of Tennessee have been
A SAFE SAVINGS FOR FUTURE
biguous. In some cases, for exam mentioned as prospective entries,
ple, citizens vote their Presidential the later in California. Neither has
A ECONOMIC STRENGTH FOR COMMUNITY
preferences for convention dele announced he will run.
A CAN BE HELD FOR 20 YEARS
Republican primary contestants—
gates whose intentions they do not
A BUY AT BANK OB POST OFFICE
know. All in all. the primary sys with or without their consent—have
tem as now practiced does not usu been listed tentatively as Senator
J
ally give any crystal clear indica Taft of Ohio, Gen. Eisenhower
tion of the nation's popular choice Gov. Warren of California. Harold
• spozed to be in half a hour) is the windshield and the rear win- of nominees.
i E. Stassen and Gen MacArthur.
one and a half hours late—phooey! of Scotch pine!)
I eventually get where I am going
Which proves beyond any doubt
adding poor vision to the alreadyby 3.30 p. m. and I find I have just I ever had—(or ever will have)—
Must See Danger frightening hazards of Winter
15 minutes to shop in—and catch that its a lot safer and saner—to
driving. Nature has stacked the
the last bus back!
sit right at home and make out a
Traffic and Safety Division odds against us during these Win
The temperature is two below nice tame order to Searsbuck &
Cites Value Of Good
zero—the first bus over-loaded— Roses,—far, far away from the
ter months. Let's do everything
Vision
the next one ditto—and the next— maddening crowds!
possible to insure our safety and
double ditto! (The temperature is
Now I am home—safe at last!
"You must see danger to avoid the safety of everyone else on the
now 50 below—or seems that way.) No more buses to dread—to be
road.
I am elbowed, pushed and shoved. mauled in—no more sprained lig it!” The Maine State Police Divi
“Keep the windshield and all
sion
of
Traffic
and
Safety
tells
us
A sprig of holly plows a furrow aments and mashed livers—noth- j
other windows clear of snow and
along my nose; cellophane bows ing but nice gentle lions, tigers, that many lives are lost each year
simply because drivers couldn t see ice, fog and frost. Be sure that
tear at my ears, and knock off and bears to contend with!
your headlights, windshield wiper
danger in time to avoid it.
some of the icicles—but I don’t
I am glad to be an American!
blades, defrosters, and heaters are
“
It
has
never
been
fashionable
mind the de-icing because I’m only
Yours until ashes—and After!
in topnotch condition.
to
drive
with
one's
hat
pulled
down
“Uncle Eph”
a frozen statue now. “There’s the
"Above all. remember, take your
over his eyes . . . and it never has
bus” says my friend "M-M-M!
time in Wintertiipe."
been
fashionable
or
safe
to
drive
Bub! Bub!” said I. meaning “What
PLEASANT POINT
when one can't see clearly,” the
is a bus anyway?" As a big box
A convenient and Inexpensive
The Community Club will hold Safety Division continues. "Be
comes menacingly along under a
way to remove grease from your
its
next
meeting
Thursday,
Jan.
sure
that
all
windows
on
your
car
woman’s arm and bops me one on
pots and pans Is to wipe them with
10 at the home of Fannie Davis.
are clear so you can see traffic old newspapers which you can buy
the left cheeck—leaving a big bomb
Beverly Vose has returned from in front ... on the sides . . and at The Courier-Gazette In large
crater in its wake. But I just Grin
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Emery to the rear. A veil of frost, fog, or bundles for 10 cents.
63* aw
and bear it!
Philbrook in Camden.
snow often hides the face of an
At last! At last! We push, boost,
Mrs. Edith Greenlaw and son accident.
RELIEF FOE
and shove. Glory be! We finally
have gone to Rockland to spend
"Twenty years . . . when wind
get in this last bus-barn, and hang
the Winter with her sister.
shield wipers were hand operated,
to the rafters like bats. We dip and
Quick relief usually comes from Ike Srst
Mrs. Florence Orne will leave
sway, and fly thru the air with
when defrosters were unheard of,
this week for Franklin, where she and when heater., were of the dose of this new formula which acts fa
the greatest of ease! One minute
relieve congestion. People who formerly
will spend the Winter with her manifold type, it might be under suffered with frightening choking, coegk*
I am sitting on an old gent’s knee
daughter, Mrs. Belle Cushman.
—and the next I am perched on a
standable if the windows of a car ing, wheezing asthma attacks speak of
welcome relief after using ASMACOL
lady's telescoped tricorne hat! Oh
were caked and coated. Today, ASMACOL costs $2.50, but considering tbe
—Glory! The rafters hold—nothing
there is no excuse for it. The relief you will experience, the $2.50 it casts
else does! Twice I picked that mans
proper maintenance of windshield ameunfs to only a few pennies par date.
ASMACOL, (caution, use only as directed)
bridgelamp out of my starboard
wipers, defrosters, and heaters is is sold with a money back guarantee If oaf
eye! A good thing the rafters didn’t
a definite part of safe Winter driv delighted with results. Sold only by
give—I’d still be shuttling between
ing.
Goodnow's Pharmacy—Main
& Park
dow! (Probably the rafters were
Sts., Rockland—Mail Orders Filled
"Don’t handicap yourself by

A

I
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ASTHMA SUFFERERS

T(lkc the Wheelyourself,. for
We want you to be among the first drivers in
America to personally experience a basic
advancement in motor car engineeringnew Dual-Range* performance.
Dual-Range performance means that Pontiac
has combined a powerful high-compression
engine, with Gil's new Dual-Range HydraMatic Drive* and a new high-performance,
economy axle to give you selective perform
ance for any driving condition.
In the Traffic Range you have tremendous
acceleration and snap and go! At the touch
of a finger you can he in the Cruising Range,
riding so smoothly, economically and effort
lessly you almost feel you're coasting. Come
in and drive it—for sensational new proof
that dollar for dollar you can’t beat a Pontiac 1
•Optional at Extra Cott

the Driving Thrill of your life!

® ’irrr Ituwl-Bange Hydra-Malle*

<A> New Economy Axle

C. W. HOPKINS
712 Main Street

Rockland, Maine
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